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Go Language Study Group  Week 1
Welcome to the Study Group for Go Language. You have made an excellent choice to
learn a language that has fast become the de facto language to write system software.
This is great time to get involved with the language since it is moving up the charts
and you have caught it while it is on the curve up.
Let’s get started straight away.

Introduction to GoLang
GoLang is an open source language developed and backed by internet giant Google.
GoLang is famously known as GO and that is how we are going to refer to in future. In
2007, Robert Griesemer, Rob Pike and Ken Thompson at Google started with
experiment to develop a language that will have minimal of features, but will cater
most of the use cases. Beside this their idea was to overcome some of the hurdles in
development, build and deployment of code written in C (and also of any other
languages). GO was officially released in 2009, with latest version GO 1.5 releasing in
August 2015. GO’s popularity is growing rapidly and is used by many companies like
MongoDB, CloudFlare, BBC etc. 
Click here
to know more on who are using GO and for
what purposes.

But GO’s, rapidly growing popularity is not the only reason, why one should learn GO,
but it is the features and the design of the GO language.
Features:
1. Is Statically typed language, this means that compiler will try to check the type of
assignment and complain in case of mismatch. Go though support dynamic type with

help of interface, but not in truly an polymorphism way.
2. Fast compilation of code
3. GO is designed in a way where there are not too many options, restricting the
number of ways in doing the same thing. This also brings in the ease of reading code
written by someone else.
4. GO, also builds in the runtime code required for execution along with the GO final
execution file, though this makes the final binary large in size, but avoid the hurdle of
installing and configuring GO on machine where code is going to be executed.
5. GO, as a language have best support for Concurrency built-in.
6. GO also have various other tools for formatting, generating docs, testing and
benchmarking of the code written
7. Supports deployment on various OS.
Along with the key features stated above there are many more that should excite a
developer to learn this new language.

Hello Playground !!!

GO, was developed with the idea to promote simplicity and so far stands to it. We
don’t need to install GO on local machine to try and get started with. Visit
http://play.golang.org/
online tool for GO. As soon as you launch this URL, by default
you will see code for Hello Playground our first program.

Let us try to understand our first program and thereby get introduce to the GO
language.

First Go Program-Hello Playground

1. First line of the code is “package main”, just like any other language, package is used
to group together various code files.
2. Import “fmt”, statement to import fmt package required for formatted I/O
operation like printing and scanning.
3. func main () entry point for the execution. You can have multiple files in the
package main, but only one file can have func main defined in it.
4. fmt.Println(“Hello, playground”), call to Println method in fmt package to print “Hello
Playground”
Click on 
Run 
to see your program run. Similarly, if you wish to save your snippet of
code and provide it to others, you can use the 
Share 
button. Try it out.
Please note, there are some limitation to the use of playground:
1. Can run only one file at a time.
2. Cannot try file I/O operations.
3. Limitation on execution time, CPU and memory usage.

Quick Summary
This was a brief introduction to GO, one of the most rapidly growing language. We
saw our first GO program and got familiar with it. Also we looked at the online tool Go
Playground to get quickly started with GO. Though GO follows C like syntax, but just
like any new language GO too has its own way of doing things like variable
declaration, func calling and so on.

Setting up Go on your local development machine

This section provides information on setting up the Go Language Development
Environment on your Windows machine.
Please follow these steps:
1. Download the latest stable distribution of Go for Windows from here:
https://golang.org/dl/
. At the time of writing this version is 1.5.1. Please go
ahead and download the 64-bit MSI Installer for Go. For e.g.
go1.5.1.windows-amd64.msi
2. Run the MSI installer file, keep things as default in each of the steps and
complete the installation.
3. This will install Go by default in the C:\<some-folder>

Environment Variables
We need to setup 2 environment variables to ensure that we are all set for Go
Programming.
1. GOROOT : This is created for you by default by the installer. This will point to
the GO Installation Directory. 
If it is not set for any reason, please create
this variable and point it to the directory in which you installed Go.
2. The installer also adds %GOROOT%\bin to the Environment PATH variable. This
ensures that several binaries from the Go Language toolset are available to
you and you can run them from any directory.
3. Finally, create one directory called c:\go-projects. Create an environment
variable GOPATH and point it to c:\go-projects. All your source code and also

the external libraries that you require will be present in this directory. More on
that later.
In short, be aware of 2 environment variables: GOROOT And GOPATH. GOROOT
points to your Go binaries and GOPATH points to your Go Projects (Source Code).
We are intentionally keeping the IDE out of this class, so that you get used to typing
Go Code. You are free to exploring any IDE that supports Go Language, we will not
provide support for that. We leave that to you.

Validating your installation
Create a file named hello_world.go with the code shown above. Assuming that you installed
Go correctly and the binaries are available in the PATH, you should be able to run it as
shown below:

$ go run hello_world.go
Hello, world.

Learn Go Programming
Go to Go Playground. Once the Go Playground loads up, clear whatever is written on the
screen and type our first program:

Program: hello_world.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
fmt.Printf("Hello World")
}

Click on the Run button and you will see “Hello World” at the bottom of the screen.
Let’s quickly understand the above program:
• Go programs are organized as packages.
• The import statement allows you to use external code. The fmt package, in this case, which
is provided by the standard library allows you to format and print data.
• The main() function is what gets executed when you run your application  just like in C.
Let’s look at another bigger program in more detail:

Program: hello.go
// Single line comment. Line comments start with the
// character sequence // and stop at the end of the
// line. A line comment acts like a newline.
// Comments do not nest.
/*
Multiline comment
*/
/*
Package main.
All Go files start with package <something>.
package main is required for a standalone executable.
*/
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
// Multiple statements separated by ;
fmt.Printf("Hello ")
fmt.Printf("World\n")
// Single statement then ; not needed
fmt.Printf("Learning Go\n")
}

Once the Go Playground loads up, clear whatever is written on the screen and type out the
above program.
Click on the Run button and check the output at the bottom of the screen.
Let’s understand this program:

2.1 Comments
Go provides:
• /* */ are block comments. Block comments appear mostly as package comments, but are
useful within an expression or to disable large swaths of code.
• Line comments start with the // character sequence and stop at the end of the line.

• A line comment acts like a newline.
• Comments do not nest.
Line comments are the norm.

2.2 Statements
The Go code is structured in statements. A statement doesn’t need to end with a ;. The Go
compiler automatically inserts semicolons at the end of statements. However if multiple
statements are written on one line (a practice which is not encouraged for readability
reasons), they must be separated by ;.
For more information, please read “Semicolons” in a later chapter.

2.3 Identifiers
Identifiers name program entities such as variables and types.
• An identifier is a sequence of one or more letters and digits.
• The first character in an identifier must be a letter.
• Identifiers are casesensitive.

2.3.1 Blank identifier
The _ itself is a special identifier, called the blank identifier. It can be used in declarations or
variable assignments like any other identifier (and any type can be assigned to it), but its
value is discarded, so it cannot be used anymore in the code that follows.

2.3.2 Predeclared identifiers
The following identifiers are implicitly declared:

Types

bool, byte, complex64, complex128, error,
float32,
float64, int, int8, int16, int32, int64, rune,
string, uint, uint8, uint16, uint32, uint64,
uintptr

Constants

true, false, iota

Null or no value

nil

Functions

append, cap, close, complex, copy, delete,
imag, len,make, new, panic, print, println,
real, recover

func new(Type) *Type
The new builtin function allocates memory. The first argument is a type, not a value, and the
value returned is a pointer to a newly allocated zero value of that type.

func len(v Type) int
The len builtin function returns the length of v, according to its type:

Array:
the number of elements in v. String: the number of bytes in v. if v is nil, len(v) is
zero.
print and println are low level printing functions that can be used without reverting to the fmt
package. These are mainly used for debugging. For more information on this, please read
http://golang.org/ref/spec#Bootstrapping

2.4 Keywords
This is the set of 25 keywords⁴ or reserved words and may not be used as identifiers.

break default func interface select
case defer go map struct
chan else goto package switch
const fallthrough if range type
continue for import return var
Refer to ⁴
http://golang.org/ref/spec#Keywords

2.5 package
• All Go files start with package <something>.
• In Go, package is always first, then import, then everything else.
• package main is required for a standalone executable..
• Every package should have a package comment, a block comment preceding the package
clause.

• The package comment should introduce the package and provide information relevant to
the package as a whole.
• Package comments should begin with the name of the thing being described and end in a
period.
• By convention, packages are given lower case, singleword names; there should be no
need for underscores or mixedCaps.
• Go’s convention is that the package name is the last element of the import path: the
package imported as “crypto/rot13” should be named rot13.

2.6 import
• import declaration declares library packages referenced in this file.
• The package names are enclosed within " ".
• A package other than main is commonly called a library. We are using the fmt library.
• A Go program is created by linking together a set of packages through the import keyword.
• import "fmt" tells Go that this program needs (functions, or other elements, from) the
package fmt⁵
, which implements functionality for formatted IO.
• import loads the public declarations from the compiled package, it does not insert the
source code.
• The Go installation contains a number of readytouse packages, which form the standard
library. The entire standard library is documented, with examples, at http://golang.org/pkg/⁶
.
If you are importing a single package then you write it like:
import "fmt"
If multiple packages are needed, they can each be imported by a separate statement:

import (
"fmt"
"os"
)
Only apply this when there is more than one entry; in that case it is also clearer to list the
package names in alphabetical order.
Note: importing a package which is not used in the rest of the code is a builderror (for
example: imported and not used: os).
Unused variables or imports
The presence of an unused variable may indicate a bug, while unused imports just slow
down compilation, an effect that can become substantial as a program accumulates code
and programmers over time. For these reasons, Go refuses to compile programs with
unused variables or imports, trading shortterm convenience for longterm build speed and
program clarity.

The reason for having no warnings. If it’s worth complaining about, it’s worth fixing in the
code. And if it’s not worth fixing, it’s not worth mentioning.
Nowadays, most Go programmers use a tool, goimports⁷
, which automatically rewrites a Go
source file to have the correct imports, eliminating the unused imports issue in practice.
⁵
http://golang.org/pkg/fmt/

⁶
http://golang.org/pkg/

⁷
https://godoc.org/golang.org/x/tools/cmd/goimports

imports
⁸are organized in groups, with blank lines between them. The standard library
packages are in the first group. For example:

package main
import (
"fmt"
"hash/adler32"
"os"
"appengine/user"
"appengine/foo"
"code.google.com/p/x/y"
"github.com/foo/bar"
)
The above is a convention.
• After importing a package, you can refer to the names it exports.
• In Go, a name is exported if it begins with a capital letter. Foo is an exported name, as is
FOO. The name foo is not exported. A concrete example is in our use of fmt.Println, note the
Println with “P” not “p”.
• In Go, the use of the words public and private is really not accurate. It is more accurate to
say an identifier is exported or not exported from a package.
• When an identifier is exported from a package, it means the identifier can be directly
accessed from any other package in the code base.
• When an identifier is not exported from a package, it can’t be directly accessed from any
other package.
After the import statement, zero or more constants (const), variables (var), and types (type)
can be declared; these are global (have package scope) and are known to all functions in
the code, and they are followed by one or more functions (func).
⁸
https://github.com/golang/go/wiki/CodeReviewComments#imports


2.6.1 Aliasing of imports
Go allows the aliasing of imports. For instance, the code 
tpl "text/template"
imports the
text/template package under the name tpl.
Then the application can call functions in text/templete under the alias name:

txt, _ := tpl.New("test").Parse("Hello {{.Name}}")
Aliases are a great (and necessary) feature of Go package management. But don’t go
overboard. Conventionally, aliases are only used when necessary (such as when package
names would otherwise collide). Code is more readable without unnecessary aliases.

2.6.2 Removing explicit package reference
We might choose to simplify matters a little by importing the fmt namespace into the
namespace of the current source file, which requires we change our import statement.

import . "fmt"
This consequently allows the explicit package reference to be removed from the Println()
function call.

Println("hello world")
package main
import . "fmt"
func main() {
Println("hello world")
}

Exercise 1
What is wrong with the following program?

Program: what_error.go
package main
import "fmt"
import "os"

func main()
{
fmt.println("Hello, world.")
}

Please use this link⁹to run the program.
⁹
http://play.golang.org/p/9vq29NXfno


2.7 functions
• func main() { is a function definition. main is special. It is the entry point for the executable
program.
• The requirements for the compiler to produce an executable are belonging to package
main and declaring the main() function. This function receives no inputs and returns no
result, it’s more like a “procedure” in some other languages.
• Thus main has no parameters and no return type.
• Go uses brace brackets. The first { must be on the same line as the funcdeclaration: this is
imposed by the compiler. The last } is positioned after the functioncode in the column
beneath function.
• fmt.Printf("") here we call a function Printf from the package fmt to print a string to the
screen.
• In Go, we use a dot notation to access the function Printf of the package fmt.

2.8 String literal
• Interpreted string literals are UTF8 characters between double quotes "" and may contain
nonASCII characters.
• Once assigned to a variable the string can not be changed: strings in Go are immutable.
Go source code is Unicode text encoded in UTF8. UTF8 is a character encoding capable
of encoding all possible characters (called code points) in Unicode.
The character encoding scheme ASCII comprises 128 code points, Extended ASCII
comprises 256 code points and Unicode comprises 1,114,112 code points.
Go programs are made of keywords, constants, variables, operators, types and functions.

2.9 Numbers
Go has several different types to represent numbers. Generally, we split numbers into two
different kinds: integers and floatingpoint numbers.

2.9.1 Integers
Integers – like their mathematical counterpart – are numbers without a decimal component
(3, 2, 1, 0, 1,).
Our system is made up of 10 different digits. Once we’ve exhausted our available digits we
represent larger numbers by using 2 (then 3, 4, 5, …) digits put next to each other. For
example the number after 9 is 10, the number after 99 is 100 and so on. Computers do the
same, but they only have 2 digits instead of 10. So counting looks like this: 0, 1, 10, 11, 100,
101, 110, 111 and so on. The other difference between the number system we use and the
one computers use is that all of the integer types have a definite size. They only have room
for a certain number of digits. So a 4 bit integer might look like this: 0000, 0001, 0010, 0011,
0100. Eventually we run out of space and most computers just wrap around to the beginning
(which can result in some very strange behavior).
Go’s integer types are:
uint8, uint16, uint32, uint64, int8, int16, int32 and int64.
8, 16, 32 and 64 tell us how many bits each of the types use. uint means “unsigned integer”
while int means “signed integer”. Unsigned integers only contain positive numbers (or zero).
In addition there two alias types:
byte which is the same as uint8 and rune which is the same as int32. Bytes are an extremely
common unit of measurement used on computers (1 byte = 8 bits, 1024 bytes = 1 kilobyte,
1024 kilobytes = 1 megabyte, …) and therefore Go’s byte data type is often used in the
definition of other types.
There are also 3 machine dependent integer types:
uint, int and uintptr.
They are machine dependent because their size depends on the type of architecture you are
using. int64 is big enough to allow accuracy of millionths of a cent. Generally, if you are
working with integers you should just use the int type.

2.9.2 Floating Point Numbers
Floating point numbers are numbers that contain a decimal component (real numbers eg.
1.234, 123.4, 0.00001234, 12340000.0). Their actual representation on a computer is fairly
complicated and not really necessary to know in order to know how to use them.
We need only to keep the following in mind:
• Floating point numbers are inexact. Occasionally, it is not possible to accurately calculate a
number. For example computing 1.01  0.99 results in 0.020000000000000018 – A number
extremely close to what we would expect, but not exactly the same. We can, of course,
represent 0.02 with no difficulty.

• Like integers, floating point numbers have a certain size (32 bit or 64 bit). Using a larger
sized floating point number increases it’s precision (how many digits it can represent).
• There are no constants denoting the IEEE754 infinity and notanumber values, but the
math¹⁰package’s Inf¹¹, NaN¹², IsInf¹³, and IsNaN¹⁴ functions return and test for those values
at run time.
Go has two floating point types: float32 and float64 (also often referred to as single precision
and double precision respectively) as well as two additional types for representing complex
numbers (numbers with imaginary parts): complex64 and complex128.
Floating point precision is finite and you should always be very cautious when making
comparisons on real numbers.
Generally, we should stick with float64 when working with floating point numbers.
Later on do read up on the big package.
¹⁰
https://golang.org/pkg/math/

¹¹
https://golang.org/pkg/math/#Inf
¹²
https://golang.org/pkg/math/#NaN
¹³
https://golang.org/pkg/math/#IsInf
¹⁴
https://golang.org/pkg/math/#IsNaN

2.9.3 Some default values

Type

Initialized Value

Boolean

false

Floating Point

0.0

String

“”(empty string)

Integer

0

Note: When memory is allocated to store a value, either through a declaration or a call of
make or new, and no explicit initialization is provided, the memory is given a default
initialization. Each element of such a value is set to the zero value for its type: false for
booleans, 0 for integers, 0.0 for floats, “” for strings, and nil for pointers, functions, interfaces,
slices, channels, and maps.

2.10 Console output
2.10.1 Print and Println
The function 
Print
print formats using the default formats for its operands and writes to
standard output. Spaces are added between operands when neither is a string.
The function Println formats using the default formats for its operands and writes to standard
output. Spaces are always added between operands and a newline is appended.
If you have Go installed on your local machine, then you can read the documentation of any
of these functions.
Example:

godoc fmt Println

2.10.2 Formatting using Printf
Function Printf from the package fmt use the following format verbs:

General

%v

the value in a default format

Boolean

%t

the word true or false

Integer

%d

base 10

Floating point and complex

%f

decimal point but no
exponent, e.g. 123.456

%g

scientific notation, e.g.
1234.456e+78

%e

scientific notation, e.g.
1234.456e+78

%s

string

String

The default value for %v is:

bool

%t

int, int8 etc.

%d

uint, uint8 etc.

%d

float32, complex64, etc.

%g

string

%s

Please refer to fmt.Printf format reference  
cheat sheet
¹⁵
Let’s look at an example.

Program: format.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
// Formatting booleans
fmt.Printf("%v\n", false)
fmt.Printf("%t\n", true)
// Formatting integers
fmt.Printf("%v\n", 987)
fmt.Printf("%d\n", 345)
// Formatting floats
fmt.Printf("%v\n", 987123456.987345123432)
fmt.Printf("%f\n", 987123456.987345123432)
// Use %g for large exponents
fmt.Printf("%g\n", 987123456.987345123432)
// When formatting numbers you will often
// want to control the width and precision
// of the resulting figure. To specify the
// width of an integer, use a number after
// the % in the verb. By default the result
// will be right-justified and padded with
// spaces.
fmt.Printf("|%6d|%6d|\n", 23, 987)
// You can also specify the width of printed

// floats, though usually you'll also want to
// restrict the decimal precision at the same
// time with the width.precision syntax.
fmt.Printf("|%6.2f|%6.2f|\n", 3.2, 4.37)
// To left-justify, use the - flag.
fmt.Printf("|%-6.2f|%-6.2f|\n", 3.2, 4.37)
// So far we’ve seen Printf, which prints
// the formatted string to os.Stdout.
// Sprintf formats and returns a string
// without printing it anywhere.
s := fmt.Sprintf("a %s", "string")
fmt.Println(s)
fmt.Println(2001, 3456)
fmt.Print(20, 30)
}

Once the Go Playground loads up, clear whatever is written on the screen and type out the
above program.
Click on the Run button and check the output at the bottom of the screen.

false
true
987
345
9.871234569873451e+08
987123456.987345
9.871234569873451e+08
| 23| 987|
| 3.20| 4.37|
|3.20 |4.37 |
a string
2001 3456
20 30

2.11 Console input
The functions Scan, Scanf and Scanln from the fmt package read from os.Stdin.

Scan scans text read from standard input, storing successive spaceseparated values into
successive arguments.
Newlines count as space. It returns the number of items successfully scanned.
Scanf scans text read from standard input, storing successive spaceseparated values into
successive arguments as determined by the format. It returns the number of items
successfully scanned. Scanf parses the arguments according to a format string, analogous
to that of Printf with certain restrictions.
Scanln is similar to Scan, but stops scanning at a newline and after the final item there must
be a newline or EOF.
Write the following program and store it in the same folder where you had stored hello.go:

Program: ci.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
var username string
fmt.Println("Enter Username: ")
fmt.Scanf("%s", &username)
fmt.Println("Username: ", username)
}
For Windows users, use 
fmt.Scanf("%s\n", &username)
instead of 
fmt.Scanf("%s",
&username)
.
Run the program.
We shall learn about var and the & operator in later chapters.

2.12 Commandline arguments  Args
For the programs in this section, please download, install and setup Go as per the
instructions provided. Do not use the Go Playground.
When we invoke a command on the terminal it’s possible to pass the command arguments.
In the command 
go run hello.go
,
run 
and 
hello.go
are arguments to the 
go
command.

In the package os we have a variable Args: var Args []string
Args hold the commandline arguments, starting with the program name. os.Args provides
access to raw commandline arguments. Note that the first value in this slice is the path to
the program, and os.Args[1:] holds the arguments to the program.
Note: We talk about slices in a later chapter.
Write the program cmd_line_args.go as follows and store it in the same folder where you
had stored hello.go:

Program: cmd_line_args.go
package main
import "fmt"
import "os"
func main() {
//You can get individual args with normal indexing
fmt.Println(os.Args[1], os.Args[2], os.Args[3], os.Args[4])
}

Run this program, as follows:

go run cmd_line_args.go a1 a2 a3 a4
The output you will see is something like this:

a1 a2 a3 a4
Remember:
Opening brace can’t be placed on a separate line

func main()
{ //error, can't have the opening brace on a separate line
fmt.Println("Hello world!")
}

Unused variables

If you have an unused variable your code will fail to compile. There’s an exception though.
You must use variables you declare inside functions, but it’s OK if you have unused global
variables. If you assign a new value to the unused variable your code will still fail to compile.
You need to use the variable value.

package main
var gvar int //not an error
func main() {
var one int //error, unused variable
two := 2
//error, unused variable
var three int //error, even though it's assigned 3 on the next line
three = 3
}

Unused imports
Your code will fail to compile if you import a package without using any of its exported
functions, interfaces, structures, or variables.

package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
}

The compiler error is:

main.go:3: imported and not used: "fmt"

2.13 Solutions
Exercise 1 Reasons¹⁶
.
¹⁶
http://play.golang.org/p/7Ofcns7kWR


Variables, Constants and Types
Once the Go Playground loads up, clear whatever is written on the screen and type:

Program: vandt.go

package main
import "fmt"
var x int
func main() {
p := 5
var q int
fmt.Println("p is: ", p)
fmt.Println("q is: ", q)
fmt.Println("x is: ", x)
}
When we run the program, the output is:
p is: 5
q is: 0
x is: 0

3.1 Variable
A variable is a storage location for holding a value. The set of permissible values is
determined by the variable’s type.
The 
var
statement declares a list of variables.
A
var
statement can be at package or function level as seen in the above program.
Go can infer the type of the declared type. For integer literals Go infers type int, for
floatingpoint literals Go infers type float64, and for complex literals Go infers type
complex128 (the numbers in their names refer to how many bits they occupy). The normal
practice is to leave types unspecified unless we want to use a specific type that Go won’t
infer.
In the above program we have p := 5 which means that if an initializer is present, the type
can be omitted; the variable will take the type of the initializer. Inside a function, the := short
assignment statement can be used in place of a var declaration with implicit type. Outside a
function the := construct is not available.
Here Go automatically allocates some memory for the variable p  the size of the memory
allocated hereis that required by a single integer. Since we have also said p := 5, the integer
value 5 is assigned to that memory space after the space is allocated. For variable q, no
assignment has been stated. However, Go assigns a “zerovalue” by default to most data
types.

For numeric fields, the value is 0.
Also note that p := 5 is the same as var p int = 5. Observe that in Go we declare the type¹
after the variable name as in var q int. int is either 32 or 64 bits.

Variable names
Variable names in Go should be short rather than long. This is especially true for local
variables with limited scope. Prefer c to lineCount. Prefer i to sliceIndex.
The basic rule: the further from its declaration that a name is used, the more descriptive the
name must be. For a method receiver, one or two letters is sufficient. Common variables
such as loop indices and readers can be a single letter (i, r). More unusual things and global
variables need more descriptive names.
Finally, the convention in Go is to use MixedCaps or mixedCaps rather than underscores to
write multiword names.
Multiple var declarations may also be grouped; const and import also allow this. Note the
use of parentheses:

var (
x int
b bool
)
¹
http://golang.org/ref/spec#Types
Multiple variables of the same type can also be declared on a single line:

var x, y int
makes x and y both int variables.
You can also make use of parallel assignment:

a, b := 35, 9
Which makes a and b both integer variables and assigns 35 to a and 9 to b.
Declared, but otherwise, unused variables are a compiler error in Go.
The following code:

package main

func main() {
var p int
}
generates this error:

p declared and not used
Note: A list of common mistakes you can avoid is available².
²
https://github.com/golang/go/wiki/CodeReviewComments
Go is statically typed. Every variable has a static type, that is, exactly one type known and
fixed at compile time: int, float32, *MyType, []byte, and so on.
If we declare:

type MyInt int
var i int
var j MyInt
then i has type int and j has type MyInt. The variables i and j have distinct static types and,
although they have the same underlying type, they cannot be assigned to one another
without a conversion.

3.2 Constants
Constants are declared like variables, but with the const keyword. Constants can be
character, string, boolean, or numeric values. Constants cannot be declared using the :=
syntax. Numeric constants are high precision values.
Again, the convention in Go for constants is to use MixedCaps or mixedCaps rather than
underscores or all CAPS to write multiword constant names.

const secretKey = 23232390 // Good
const SecretKey = 23232390 // Good
const secret_key = 23232390 // Bad
const SECRETKEY =23232390 // Bad

3.2.1 Typed and Untyped constants
// Untyped Constants.

const ui = 12345 // kind: integer
const uf = 3.141592 // kind: floating-point
const hi = "Hello" // kind: string
// Typed Constants
const ti int = 12345 // kind: integer with int64 precision restrictions.
const tf float64 = 3.141592 // kind: floating-point with float64
precision restrictions.
In the code snippet above, hi is an untyped string constant. An untyped constant is just a
value, one not yet given a defined type that would force it to obey the strict rules that prevent
combining differently typed values.
Rob Pike’s article³ has a detailed coverage of untyped and typed constants.
³
https://blog.golang.org/constants

3.3 Named types
Named types are another way to create user defined types. They provide some interesting
feature/functionality that is not always available in other languages. The standard library in
Go used named types very effectively.
Two examples:
Clear the Go Playground screen of whatever is written there and type:

Program: sample1.go
// Sample program to show how to declare and use a named type.
package main
import "fmt"
// Duration is a named type that represents a duration
// of time in Nanosecond.
type Duration int64
func main() {
// Declare a variable of type Duration
var duration Duration
fmt.Println(duration)
// Declare a variable of type int64 and assign a value.
nanosecond := int64(10)

// Attemped to assign a variable of type
// int64 (base type of Duration) to
// a variable of type Duration.
duration = nanosecond
// error: cannot use nanosecond (type int64) as type
// Duration in assignment
}

When we run the program, the output is:
main.go:21: cannot use nanosecond (type int64) as type Duration in
assignment
Clear the Go Playground screen of whatever is written there and type:

Program: sample2.go
// Sample program to show how to declare and use a named type.
package main
import "fmt"
// Duration is a named type that represents a duration
// of time in Nanosecond.
type Duration int64
func main() {
// Declare a variable of type Duration
var duration Duration
fmt.Println(duration)
// Declare a variable of type int64 and assign a value.
nanosecond := int64(10)
// Attemped to assign a variable of type
// int64 (base type of Duration) to
// a variable of type Duration.
// duration = nanosecond
// error: cannot use nanosecond (type int64) as type
// Duration in assignment
// Convert a value of type int64 to type Duration.
duration = Duration(nanosecond)
fmt.Println(duration)

}

When we run the program, the output is:

0
10

3.4 Boolean types
A boolean type represents the set of boolean truth values denoted by the predeclared
constants true and false.
The boolean type is bool.

3.5 Operators
Go supports the normal set of numerical operators. The table below lists the current ones
and their relative precedence. They all associate from left to right.

Precedence

Operator(s)

Highest

* / % << >> & &ˆ
+|ˆ
== != < <= > >=
<
&&

Lowest

||

Although Go does not support operator overloading (or method overloading for that matter),
some of the builtin operators are overloaded. For instance, + can be used for integers,
floats, complex numbers and strings (adding strings is concatenating them).

3.5.1 Boolean Operators
Syntax Description

Result

!b

Logical not operator; false if Boolean
expression b is true

a || b

Shortcircuit logical OR operator; true if
either Boolean expression a or b is true

a && b

Shortcircuit logical AND operator; true if
both Boolean
expressions a and b are true

x<y

true if expression x is less than expression
y

x <= y

true if expression x is less than or equal to
expression y

x == y

true if expression x is equal to expression y

x != y

true if expression x is not equal to
expression y

x >= y

true if expression x is greater than or equal
to expression y

x>y

true if expression x is greater than
expression y

3.5.2 Arithmetic Operators

Syntax Description

Result

+x

x

x

The negation of x

x++

Increments x by the untyped constant 1

x

Decrements x by the untyped constant 1

x += y

Increments x by y

x = y

Decrements x by y

x *= y

Sets x to x multiplied by y

x /= y

Sets x to x divieded by y; if the numbers are
integers any remainder is discarded;
division by zero causes a runtime panic

x+y

the sum of x and y

xy

The result of subtracting y and x

x*y

The result of multiplying y and x

x/y

The result of dividing y and x; if the
numbers are integers any
remainder is discarded; division by zero
causes a runtime panic

Although Go has sensible rules of precedence, it is recommended to use parentheses to
make intentions clear.
Using parentheses is particularly recommended for programmers who use multiple
languages so as to avoid subtle mistakes.
Remember:
Short variable declarations can be used only inside functions

package main
myvar := 1 //error
func main() {
}

Redeclaring variables using short variable declarations
You can’t redeclare a variable in a standalone statement, but it is allowed in multivariable
declarations where at least one new variable is also declared.

package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
i := 0
i, j := 1, 2
i, j = j, i

fmt.Println(i, j)
}
The output is:

21
.
Accidental variable shadowing
The short variable declaration syntax is so convenient (especially for those coming from a
dynamic language) that it’s easy to treat it like a regular assignment operation. If you make
this mistake in a new code block there will be no compiler error, but your app will not do what
you expect.
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
x := 1
fmt.Println(x) //prints 1
{
fmt.Println(x) //prints 1
x := 2
fmt.Println(x) //prints 2
}
fmt.Println(x) //prints 1 (bad if you need 2)
}

Exercise 2
Declare three variables that are initialized to their default values. Declare a variable of type
string, int and bool. Display the values of those variables.

Exercise 3
Declare three variable that are initailized with a literal value. Declare a variable of type string,
int and bool. Display the values of those variables.

Exercise 4
Declare an untyped and typed constant and display their values.

Exercise 5
Fahrenheit into Celsius

Write a Go program that converts a fixed temperature value in Fahrenheit into Celsius. Use
the formula c = (f32.0)*5.0/9.0 where c represents Celsius and f represents Fahrenheit.

3.6 Solutions
Exercise 2 Solution
Exercise 3 Solution
Exercise 4 Solution
Exercise 5 Solution

Go Language Study Group  Week 2
Welcome to Week 2. In this week, we take a look at the following:
● Control Structures (if/else, switch, for loop and other variants)
● Pointers
● Functions in Go

Control Structures
ifelse
Program: cs1.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
x, y := 30, 45
if x < y {
fmt.Println("x is less than y")
} else if x > y {
fmt.Println("x is greater than y")
} else {
fmt.Println("x is equal to y")
}
}

Run the above program and the output that you will see is:
x is less than y

Note:
• There may be zero or more else if clauses and zero or one final else clause. Each
block consists of zero or more statements.
• The expression after the if and the else if has to evaluate to one of the bool types:
true or false.
• There are no parentheses required around the boolean expression - you can have a
parentheses, but you don’t have to have it.
• Go requires the curly braces and the if else keywords to be on the same line with the
corresponding braces. If not you will see errors.
• You can have the explicit values like true or false, or you can also use any expression
that evaluates to a true or false.
• Note that types like an int cannot be used as truth values - this is unlike languages
like C, where you can use integers and pointers as truth values.

goto statement
Go has a 
goto 
statement, which you should use wisely. With goto you jump to a label
which must be defined within the current function. For instance:
Program: cs2.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
i := 0
Label: // First word on a line ending with a colon is a label
fmt.Println(i)
i++
if i > 50 {
goto Escape
}
goto Label // Jump
Escape: // Label
fmt.Println("Get out of here...")
}
The name of the label is case sensitive.

switch
The general format of the 
switch 
is:

1
switch 
any expression of type T {
2
case 
any expression of same type T: { code to be executed if the case expression is
equal \
3 to the switch expression }
4
case
any expression of same type T: { code to be executed if this case expression is
equal\
5 to the switch expression }
6 //any number of case statements are allowed
7
default
: { code to be executed if none of the case expressions match the switch
expression\
8}
9}
Points to note:
• the type of the evaluated value in the switch and the case should match. For
example, if the switch expression evaluates to an int and the case expression
evaluates to a string, then there will be a compile error
• if there is no expression at all in the switch, then by default it is bool. The block that
evaluates to true is executed, and none of the others are executed
• if more than one case statements match, then the first in the lexical order is
executed
• unlike certain other languages, each case block is independent and the code does
not “fall through” (each of the case code blocks are like independent if-else code
blocks.)
• the default code block is executed if none of the other case blocks match
• the case expressions need not be just constants and can have expressions
• the use of curly braces for demarcating the code blocks is optional
• the default statement is optional
• any number of case statements are allowed - even zero case statements are valid,
though that wouldn’t be very useful
• multiple expressions can be used, each separated by commas in the case statement
• the default block can be anywhere within the switch block, and not necessarily last in
the lexical order
Exercise 6
Explain why the program displays the output as “I am true” in the following program:
Program: cs3.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {

switch {
default:
fmt.Println("I am default")
case false:
fmt.Println("I am false")
case true:
fmt.Println("I am true")
}
}
Exercise 7
Explain why the following program does not compile:
Program: cs4.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
i := 5
switch i {
case 4:
fmt.Println("number 4")
case i > 8:
fmt.Println("i is > 8")
default:
fmt.Println("default")
}
}

fallthrough statement
In certain languages like C and Java, the switch-case statement behaves slightly
differently from Go: when a case block is executed, all the case blocks below it are
also executed, unless explicitly terminated (by say using a break statement). In Go,
this is not the default behavior, but if you want to achieve the same result, then use
the 
fallthrough 
statement to indicate that the case block following the current one
has to be executed.
k := 3
switch k {
case 3:
fmt.Println("was <= 3")
fallthrough

case 4:
fmt.Println("was <= 4")
fallthrough
...
}
OR
k := 3
switch k {
case 3:
fmt.Println("was <= 3");fallthrough;
case 4:
fmt.Println("was <= 4");fallthrough;
...
}

for loop
Go has only one looping construct, the 
for 
loop.
The basic 
for 
loop looks as it does in C or Java, except that the ( ) are gone (they are
not even optional) and the { } are required.
There are three forms of for, only one of which has semicolons.
// Like a C for
for init; condition; post {
}
// Like a C while
for condition {
}
// Like a C for(;;)
for {
}

Here’s an example:
Program: cs5.go
package main

import "fmt"
func main() {
sum := 0
for i := 0; i < 100; i++ {
sum += i
}
fmt.Println(sum)
}

The output of the program is 4950.
The above program is available here¹.
¹
http://play.golang.org/p/Pixi9AFeX6
Here are some code snippets and their explanation:
func main() {
sum := 1
// As in C or Java, you can leave the
// pre and post statements empty.
for sum < 100 {
sum += sum
}
fmt.Println(sum)
}

func main() {
sum := 1
// You can drop the semicolons
// for behaves like C's while
for sum < 1000 {
sum += sum
}
fmt.Println(sum)
}

func main() {
// infinite loop
for {
}
}

The 
break
keyword allows you to terminate a loop at a point and continue execution
at the statement following the end of the for loop block.
An example:
Program: cs6.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
i := 0
for {
if i >= 10 {
break
}
fmt.Println("Value of i is:", i)
i++
}
fmt.Println("A statement just after the for loop.")
}
With the continue keyword you begin the next iteration of the loop, skipping any
remaining code. In the same way as break, continue also accepts a label.
The following loop prints 0 to 5.
Program: cs7.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
for i := 0; i < 10; i++ {
if i > 5 {
// Skip the rest of the remaining code in the loop
continue
}
fmt.Println(i)
}
}

A nested for loop example:
Program: cs8.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
L:
for {
for {
break L
}
}
fmt.Println("Break out of nested loops")
}
Exercise 8
Write a program that uses the continue keyword in a for loop to print only even
numbers up to 100.
Exercise 9
a. Create a simple loop with the for construct. Make it loop 5 times and print out the
loop counter with the fmt package.
b. Rewrite the above to use goto. for is not to be used here.
Exercise 10
Create a Go program that prints the following (up to 10 characters):
O
OO
OOO
OOOO
OOOOO
OOOOOO
OOOOOOO
OOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOO
OOOOOOOOOO
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Solutions
Exercise 6 Reason: If there is no expression at all in the switch, then by default it is
bool. The block that evaluates to true is executed, and none of the others are
executed.
Exercise 7 Reason: The program will not compile as the type int and bool don’t match
between the case and the switch.
Exercise 8 
Solution
.
Exercise 9 Solutions. 
Part a
and 
Part b
.
Exercise 10 
Solution
.

Pointers
A pointer references a location in memory, and obtaining the value stored at that
location is known as dereferencing the pointer. As an analogy, a page number in a
book’s index could be considered a pointer to the corresponding page; de-referencing
such a pointer would be done by flipping to the page with the given page number.
When there is a value stored in memory, it is stored in a physical location. This
location is called its address.
Many programming languages, including Go, allows you to access the data in a
location by specifying its location in memory.
Unlike C, Go has no pointer arithmetic. Do read “
Why is there no pointer arithmetic?
”
You obtain the address of a variable by using the & symbol before the variable name.
Let’s look at a simple example:
Program: ptr1.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
i := 10
fmt.Println("The value of i is : ", i)

fmt.Println("The address of i is: ", &i)
}

The output is:
The value of i is : 10
The address of i is: 0x1043617c
The actual value of the address will differ from machine to machine and even on
different executions of the same program as each machine could have a different
memory layout and also the location where it is allocated could be different.
Normal programs do not use the numeric value of the address for anything. Instead,
what they usually use is the value referenced by the address. You can get the value at
an address by using the * symbol before the address.
Let’s look at another example:
Program: ptr2.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
v := 50
fmt.Println("The value of v is : ", v)
fmt.Println("The address of v is : ", &v)
fmt.Println("The value at address ", &v, " : ", *(&v))
}
The output is:
The value of v is : 50
The address of v is : 0x1043617c
The value at address 0x1043617c is: 50
When a variable holds an address, it is called a pointer. Therefore in the example:
ptr := &v
ptr is a pointer and it holds the address the of v. Putting it differently, ptr is a pointer
to the variable v. You could also say that ptr is a reference to the variable v.

Let’s look at an example:
Program: ptr3.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
i, j := 20, 5000
p := &i
// point to i
fmt.Println(*p) // read i through the pointer
*p = 25
// set i through the pointer
fmt.Println(i) // see the new value of i
p = &j
// point to j
*p = *p / 10 // divide j through the pointer
fmt.Println(j) // see the new value of j
}
The output is:
20
25
500
Few more examples:
Program: ptr4.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
a := 5
var ptr *int
ptr = &a
fmt.Println(ptr)
}
The output on my machine is:
0x1043617c

Recollect that the built-in function 
new 
allocates memory. 
new 
can be applied to
types like int, string etc.
Program: ptr5.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
// What new will return back to you is a pointer
// to a location in memory set aside that can
// hold the type you specified.
x := new(string) // Here string is a type
// A benefit of using new is you can simply
// use the variable (pointer) without having to
// use the & operator
*x = "Hello"
fmt.Println(*x)
}
The output is:
Hello
Program: ptr6.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
v := new(int)
*v++
fmt.Println(*v)
}
The output is:
1
Exercise 11
What’s wrong in the following program:
package main
func main() {

const i = 5
ptr1 := &i
ptr2 := &10
}
Exercise 12
What’s wrong in the following program:
package main
func main() {
var p *int // Declare a nil value pointer
*p = 10
}

Solutions
Exercise 11 Reason
: You can only take the pointer to a variable and not to a literal
value or a constant.
Exercise 12 Reason
: If our code attempts to read or write to address 0x0, the
hardware will throw an exception that will be caught by the Go runtime and reported
back up to our program in the form of a panic. If the panic is not recovered, a stack
trace is produced.

More on Functions
Functions are reusable units of code. Considering the black-box analogy, a function is
a black unit of code to the outside, which is stimulated by some well known inputs
(arguments or parameters) to do some work and then produce an outcome (either an
output or a result). Functions are declared / defined once and used many times.
func
(p mytype) funcname(q int) (r,s int) {
return 0,0
}
• The keyword 
func 
is used to declare a function.
• A function can 
optionally
be bound to a specific type. This is called the receiver.
• funcname is the name of your function.
• The variable q of type int is the input parameter. The parameters are passed
pass-by-value meaning they are copied.
• Go requires explicit returns, i.e. it won’t automatically return the value of the last
expression.

• The variables r and s are the named return parameters for this function. Functions
in
Go can have multiple return values.
If you want the return parameters not to be named you only give the types: (int, int).
If you have only one value to return you may omit the parentheses.
• { return 0,0 } is the function’s body. Note that return is a statement so the braces
around the parameter(s) are optional.
• Functions can be declared, in a program, in any order you wish. The compiler scans
the entire file before execution, so function prototyping is a thing of the past in Go.
• Function names starting with a capital letter are exported outside the package, that
is, they are visible and can be used by other packages; then they follow PascalCasing
eg. MyFunctionInGo().
• When a function is not exported outside a package; then they follow camelCasing:
every new word in the name starts with a capital letter eg. myFunctionInGo().
• Functions are values. Functions can be passed around just like any other value. A
function’s type signature describes the types of its arguments and return values.
Examples:
Here are two examples. The first is a function without a return value, while the next
one is a simple function that returns its input.
func subroutine(in int ) { return }
func identity(in int ) int { return in }

A function can have multiple return values. Some examples:
x, err := f()
Here is another example:
func f() (int, int) {
return 5, 6
}
func main() {
x, y := f()
}
Note: Three changes are necessary: change the return type to contain multiple types
separated by comma, change the expression after the return so that it contains

multiple expressions separated by comma and finally change the assignment
statement so that multiple values are on the left side of the := or =.
It is legitimate to discard some or all of a function’s return values by assigning them to
the blank identifier (_). However, if no return values are wanted it is more
conventional to simply ignore them.
Here’s an example:
Program: func1.go
package main
import "fmt"
func multipleVals() (string, int) {
return "Go-Lang", 100
}
func main() {
lang, number := multipleVals()
fmt.Println(lang)
fmt.Println(number)
// Ignore the first return value with Blank identifier
_, anotherNum := multipleVals()
fmt.Println(anotherNum)
}
The output is:
Go-Lang
100
100

A function can take zero or more arguments
func add(x int, y int) int {
return x + y
}
When two or more consecutive named function parameters share a type, you can
omit the type from all but the last.
Program: func2.go

package main
import "fmt"
func add(i, j int) int {
return i + j
}
func main() {
fmt.Println(add(42, 13))
}
In the above example, we shortened i int, j int to i, j int.

Named return values
Go’s return values may be named and act just like variables. These names should be
used to document the meaning of the return values.
A return statement without arguments returns the current values of the results. This
is known as a “naked” return. Naked return statements should be used only in short
functions, as with the example shown here.
They can harm readability in longer functions.
Program: func3.go
package main
import "fmt"
func split(sum int) (x, y int) {
x = sum * 4 / 9
y = sum - x
return
}
func main() {
fmt.Println(split(17))
}
Exercise 13
Why is the output as shown?
Program: ex11.go

package main
import "fmt"
var i = 10
func main() {
a()
b()
a()
}
func a() {
fmt.Println(i)
}
func b() {
i := 20
fmt.Println(i)
}

The output when you run the above program is:
10
20
10
Exercise 14
Why is the output as shown?
Program: ex12.go
package main
import "fmt"
var i int
func main() {
i := 20
fmt.Println(i)
b()
}

func b() {
i := 40
fmt.Println(i)
a()
}
func a() {
fmt.Println(i)
}

The output when you run the above program is:
20
40
0

Variadic Functions
We have discussed this along with range in “Variadic Functions using range” in a later
chapter.

Closures
It is possible to create functions inside of functions:
Program: func4.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
x := 0
increment := func() int {
x++
return x
}
fmt.Println(increment())
fmt.Println(increment())
}
The output is:
1
2

increment 
is a local variable that has the type func() int (a function that takes no
parameters and returns an int).
increment 
adds 1 to the variable x which is defined in the main function’s scope. This
x variable can be accessed and modified by the increment function. This is why the
first time we call 
increment 
we see 1 displayed, but the second time we call it we see
2 displayed.
A function like this together with the non-local variables it references is known as a
closure
. In this case 
increment 
and the 
variable x
form the closure.
One way to use closure is by writing a function which returns another function which
– when called – can generate a sequence of numbers. For example here’s how we
might generate odd numbers:
Program: func5.go
package main
import "fmt"
//This function makeOddGenerator returns
//another function, which we define anonymously
//in the body of makeOddGenerator
func makeOddGenerator() func() int {
i := 1
return func() int {
i += 2
return i
}
}
func main() {
nextOdd := makeOddGenerator()
fmt.Println(nextOdd())
fmt.Println(nextOdd())
fmt.Println(nextOdd())
//To confirm that the state is unique
//to that particular function, create
//and test a new one
newOdd := makeOddGenerator()
fmt.Println(newOdd())
fmt.Println(newOdd())
fmt.Println(newOdd())

}

The output is:
3
5
7
3
5
7
Closures are syntactically lighter than a named function. So, if there’s a scenario
where a function is used only once or a limited number of times it’s better to go for
Closures.

Recursion
Go supports recursive functions i.e. a function is able to call itself. Here’s a classic
factorial example:
Program: func6.go
package main
import "fmt"
func fact(n int) int {
if n == 0 {
return 1
}
return n * fact(n-1)
}
func main() {
fmt.Println(fact(8))
}
Closure and recursion are powerful programming techniques which form the basis of
a paradigm known as functional programming. Most people will find functional
programming more difficult to understand than an approach based on for loops, if
statements, variables and simple functions.

Solutions
Exercise 13 Reason
: Variables declared outside any functions are global in Go, those
defined in functions are local to those functions. If names overlap — a local variable is

declared with the same name as a global one — the local variable hides the global
one when the current function is executed.
Exercise 14 Reason
: A local variable is only valid when we are executing the function in
which it is defined.

Go Language Study Group  Week 3
Welcome to Week 3. In this week, we take a look at the following:
● Arrays
● Slices
● Range
● Maps
● Structs
● Interface
● Error

Arrays
In Go, an array is a numbered sequence of elements of a specific length.
Arrays are easily understood with the help of this example:
Program: ar1.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
//exactly 5 ints. The type of elements
//and length are both part of the array's
//type. By default an array is zero-valued,
//and int types are by default initialized
//with a 0 value.
var arr [5]int
fmt.Println("arr:", arr)
//We can set a value at an index using the
//array[index] = value syntax, and get a
//value with array[index].
arr[3] = 10

fmt.Println("set:", arr)
fmt.Println("get:", arr[3])
//The builtin len returns the length of
//an array
fmt.Println("len:", len(arr))
//Use this syntax to declare and initialize
//an array in one line.
arr2 := [5]int{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
fmt.Println("arr2:", arr2)
//multidimensional array
arr3 := [2][2]int{{1, 2}, {3, 4}}
fmt.Println("arr3:", arr3)
}

The output is:
arr: [0 0 0 0 0]
set: [0 0 0 10 0]
get: 10
len: 5
arr2: [1 2 3 4 5]
arr3: [[1 2] [3 4]]
Note that you can have the compiler count the array elements for you:
b := [...]string{"Golang", "Challenge"}
In both cases, the type of b is [2]string.
Go’s arrays are values. An array variable denotes the entire array; it is not a
pointer to the first array element (as would be the case in C). This means that
when you assign or pass around an array value you will make a copy of its
contents. (To avoid the copy you could pass a pointer to the array, but then
that’s a pointer to an array.)
The in-memory representation of [4]int is just four integer values laid out
sequentially:

Remember:
Array function arguments
If you are a C or C++ developer arrays for you are pointers. When you pass
arrays to functions the functions reference the same memory location, so they
can update the original data. Arrays in Go are values, so when you pass arrays to
functions the functions get a copy of the original array data. This can be a
problem if you are trying to update the array data.

Slices
Arrays are a bit inflexible, so you don’t see them too often in Go code. Slices,
though, are everywhere. They build on arrays to provide great power and
convenience.
A slice is a segment of an array. Like arrays, slices are indexable and have a
length. Unlike arrays, this length is allowed to change. Here’s an example of a
slice:
var x []int
The only difference between this and an array is the missing length between the
brackets. In this case x has been created with a length of 0.
If you want to create a slice you should use the built-in make function:
x := make([]int, 5)
This creates a slice that is associated with an underlying int array of length 5.
Slices are always associated with some array, and although they can never be
longer than the array, they can be smaller or equal.
The make function also allows a 3rd parameter:

x := make([]int, 5, 10)
10 represents the capacity of the underlying array which the slice points to.
When the capacity argument is omitted, it defaults to the specified length.
The length and capacity of a slice can be inspected using the built-in len and cap
functions.
len(x) == 5
cap(x) == 10
Another way to create slices is to use the [low : high] expression:
1 arr := [5]int{1,2,3,4,5}
2 x := arr[0:5]
low is the index of where to start the slice and high is the index where to end it
(but not including the index itself ). For example while arr[0:5] returns [1,2,3,4,5],
arr[1:4] returns [2,3,4].
For convenience we are also allowed to omit low, high or even both low and
high. arr[0:] is the same as arr[0:len(arr)], arr[:5] is the same as arr[0:5] and arr[:]
is the same as arr[0:len(arr)].

Slice Functions
Go includes two built-in functions to assist with slices: 
append
and 
copy
. Here is
an example of append:
Program: sl1.go
package main
import (
"fmt"
)
func main() {
slice1 := []int{10, 20, 30}
slice2 := append(slice1, 40, 50)

fmt.Println(slice1, slice2)
}
The output is:
[10 20 30] [10 20 30 40 50]
append creates a new slice by taking an existing slice (the first argument) and
appending all the following arguments to it.
Here is an example of copy:
Program: sl2.go
package main
import (
"fmt"
)
func main() {
slice1 := []int{10, 20, 30}
slice2 := make([]int, 2)
copy(slice2, slice1)
fmt.Println(slice1, slice2)
}
The output is:
[10 20 30] [10 20]
After running this program slice1 has [10,20,30] and slice2 has [10,20]. The
contents of slice1 are copied into slice2, but since slice2 has room for only two
elements only the first two elements of slice1 are copied.

Slice internals
A slice is a descriptor of an array segment. It consists of a pointer to the array
(ptr in image below), the length of the segment (len), and its capacity (cap - the
maximum length of the segment).

Now 
s := make([]int, 5)
can be represented as:

The length is the number of elements referred to by the slice. The capacity is the
number of elements in the underlying array (beginning at the element referred
to by the slice pointer).
As we slice s, observe the changes in the slice data structure and their relation to
the underlying array:
s = s[2:4]

Slicing does not copy the slice’s data. It creates a new slice value that points to
the original array. This makes slice operations as efficient as manipulating array
indices. Therefore, modifying the elements (not the slice itself) of a re-slice
modifies the elements of the original slice.
Program: sl3.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
arr := [5]int{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
slice := arr[0:5]
fmt.Println(slice)
fmt.Println("Len is: ", len(slice))
fmt.Println("Cap is: ", cap(slice))
slice = slice[2:4]
fmt.Println(slice)
fmt.Println("Len is: ", len(slice))
fmt.Println("Cap is: ", cap(slice))
}

The output is:
[1 2 3 4 5]
Len is: 5
Cap is: 5
[3 4]
Len is: 2

Cap is: 3
Slicing does not copy the slice’s data. It creates a new slice value that points to
the original array. This makes slice operations as efficient as manipulating array
indices.
Slices provide a dynamic window onto the underlying array.

Passing a slice to a function
If you have a function which must operate on an array, create a slice reference
and pass that to the function.
For example, here is a function that sums all elements in an array:
Program: sl4.go
package main
import (
"fmt"
)
func sum(a []int) int {
s := 0
for i := 0; i < len(a); i++ {
s += a[i]
}
return s
}
func main() {
var arr = [5]int{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}
fmt.Println("Sum is: ", sum(arr[:]))
}
The output is:
Sum is: 10
Slices 104
Remember:

Slices and arrays are one-dimensional
It may seem like Go supports multi-dimensional arrays and slices, but it doesn’t.
Creating arrays of arrays or slices of slices is possible though. For numerical
computation apps that rely on dynamic multi-dimensional arrays it’s far from
ideal in terms of performance and complexity.
There’s a spec/proposal for multi-dimensional arrays and slices, but it looks like
it’s a low priority feature at this point in time.

Range
range
iterates over elements in a variety of data structures.
If you’re looping over an array, slice, string, or map (more about this later), or
reading from a channel (more about this later), a range clause can manage the
loop.
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
nums := []int{2, 3, 4}
sum := 0
for key, value := range nums {
sum += value
fmt.Println("key: ", key, " sum is: ", sum)
}
fmt.Println("Final sum:", sum)
}
The output is:
key: 0 sum is: 2
key: 1 sum is: 5
key: 2 sum is: 9
Final sum: 9

If you only need the first item in the range (the key or index), drop the second:
for key := range m {
if key.expired() {
delete(m, key)
}
}
If you only need the second item in the range (the value), use the blank
identifier, an underscore, to discard the first:
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
nums := []int{2, 3, 4}
sum := 0
for _, value := range nums {
sum += value
}
fmt.Println("Final sum:", sum)
}
The output is:
Final sum: 9
The blank identifier _ as seen above, can be assigned or declared with any value
of any type, with the value discarded harmlessly.
Here is a slightly bigger example:
Program: range_ex.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
nums := []int{2, 3, 4}

//Here we use range to sum the
//numbers in a slice. Arrays work
//like this too.
sum := 0
for _, num := range nums {
sum += num
}
fmt.Println("sum:", sum)
//range on arrays and slices provides
//both the index and value for each entry.
//Above we didn't need the index, so we
//ignored it with the blank identifier _.
//Sometimes we actually want the indexes though.
for i, num := range nums {
if num == 3 {
fmt.Println("index:", i)
}
}
}
The output is:
sum: 9
index: 1
You can also use range on strings directly. Then it will break out the individual
Unicode characters and their start position, by parsing the UTF-8.
Program: range_str.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
for pos, char := range "a©b" {
fmt.Printf("character '%c' starts at byte position %d\n",
char, pos)
}
}

The output is:
character 'a' starts at byte position 0
character `'©'` starts at byte position 1
character 'b' starts at byte position 3
Observe that ‘b’ starts at position 3, which means '©' took 2 bytes.
In the UTF-8 world characters are sometimes called runes. Mostly, when people
talk about characters, they mean 8 bit characters. As UTF-8 characters may be
up to 32 bits the word rune is used. In this case the type of char is rune. The Go
language defines the word rune as an alias for the type int32.
A for range loop, by contrast, decodes one UTF-8-encoded rune on each
iteration. Each time around the loop, the index of the loop is the starting
position of the current rune, measured in bytes, and the code point is its
value.

Variadic Functions using range
There is a special form available for the last parameter in a Go function. They are
known as Variadic functions and can be called with any number of trailing
arguments. By using ... before the type name of the last parameter you can
indicate that it takes zero or more of those parameters.
Here’s a function that will take an arbitrary number of ints as arguments:
package main
import "fmt"
func add(args ...int) int {
total := 0
for _, v := range args {
total += v
}
return total
}
func main() {
fmt.Println(add(1, 2))
fmt.Println(add(4, 5, 6))
}

The output is:
3
15
Remember:
Unexpected values in slice and array range clauses
This can happen if you are used to the “for-in” or “foreach” statements in other
languages. The range clause in Go is different. It generates two values: the first
value is the item index while the second value is the item data.
The following program is incorrect:
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
x := []string{"a", "b", "c"}
for v := range x {
fmt.Println(v) //prints 0, 1, 2
}
}
The following program is correct:
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
x := []string{"a", "b", "c"}
for _, v := range x {
fmt.Println(v) //prints a, b, c
}
}

Maps
A Go map is a built-in unordered collection of key-value pairs. Also known as an
associative array, a hash table or a dictionary, maps are used to look up a value
by its associated key.
To create an empty map, use the built-in make:
make(map[key-type]val-type)
Note that the key can be an int, a float, complex number, string, pointer, even an
interface that supports equality. We’ll look at interfaces later.
We can also have a map like 
map[string]map[string]string
. This is a map of
strings to maps of strings to strings.
Let us look at the following Go program:
Program: maps.go
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
m := make(map[string]int)
//Set key/value pairs using typical
//name[key] = val syntax
m["k1"] = 7
m["k2"] = 13
//Printing a map with e.g. Println
//will show all of its key/value pairs
fmt.Println("map:", m)
//Get a value for a key with name[key]
v1 := m["k1"]
fmt.Println("v1: ", v1)
//The builtin len returns the number of

//key/value pairs when called on a map
fmt.Println("len:", len(m))
//The builtin delete removes key/value pairs
//from a map
delete(m, "k2")
fmt.Println("map:", m)
//The optional second return value when getting
//a value from a map indicates if the key was
//present in the map. This can be used to
//disambiguate between missing keys and keys
//with zero values like 0 or ""
_, prs := m["k2"]
fmt.Println("prs:", prs)
//You can also declare and initialize a new map
//in the same line with this syntax
n := map[string]int{"foo": 1, "bar": 2}
fmt.Println("map:", n)
}
The output of the program is:
map: map[k1:7 k2:13]
v1: 7
len: 2
map: map[k1:7]
prs: false
map: map[foo:1 bar:2]
Note:
x := make(map[int]int)
looks very much like an array but there are a few
differences. First the length of a map (found by doing len(x)) can change as we
add new items to it.
When first created it has a length of 0, after x[1] = 10 it has a length of 1. Second,
maps are not sequential. We have x[1], and with an array that would imply there
must be an x[0], but maps don’t have this requirement.

Remember:
Using nil slices and maps
It’s OK to add items to a nil slice, but doing the same with a map will produce a
runtime panic.
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
// slice - it works
var s []int
s = append(s, 1)
fmt.Println(s)
}
package main
func main() {
// map - it does not work
var m map[string]int
m["one"] = 1 //error
}
The compiler error is:
panic: assignment to entry in nil map

Map capacity
You can specify the map capacity when it’s created, but you can’t use the builtin
cap function on maps.
package main
func main() {
m := make(map[string]int, 10)
cap(m) //error
}

Structs
Based on what we have learnt so far, how would you write a program that
calculates the area and perimeter of a rectangle?
Here’s what you would do:
Program: struct0.go
package main
import "fmt"
func Area(length, width float64) float64 {
return length * width
}
func Perimeter(length, width float64) float64 {
return 2 * (length + width)
}
func main() {
length := 4.5
width := 3.75
area := Area(length, width)
fmt.Println("Area is = ", area)
perimeter := Perimeter(length, width)
fmt.Println("Perimeter is = ", perimeter)
}
The output is:
Area is = 16.875
Perimeter is = 16.5
However, the way we have written the above program is more on the lines of
procedural programming
. Let’s explore how to write the above program using
Go’s struts but first understanding what structs in Go are.

Go allows you to define new types, it does this with the type keyword:
type foo int
The above creates a new type foo which acts like an int. Creating more
sophisticated types is done with the struct keyword.
A struct is a collection of fields and is defined with the type and struct keywords.
An example:
type myStructName struct {
x int
y string
}
The type keyword introduces a new type. It is followed by the name of the type
(myStructName), the keyword struct to indicate that we are defining a struct type
and a list of fields inside of curly braces. Each field has a name and a type.
Like with functions we can collapse fields that have the same type:
type Circle struct {
x, y, r float64
}
Struct fields are accessed using a dot. Here’s an example:
Program: struct1.go
package main
import "fmt"
// this struct is visible only in this package
// as it starts with a small letter
type myStructName struct {
// variables starts with small letter,
// so NOT visible outside the package
x int
y string
}

func main() {
msn := myStructName{1, "talim"}
msn.x = 4
fmt.Println(msn.x)
}
The output is 
4
.
Let us define a Square struct as follows:
Program: struct2.go
package main
import "fmt"
// this struct is visible outside this package
// as it starts with a capital letter
type Square struct {
// variable X starts with a capital letter,
// so visible outside package
X
int
name string
}
func main() {
sqr := Square{}
fmt.Println("Default square is: ", sqr)
}
When you run the example, the output is 
Default square is: {0 }
This means that in a struct the values of the variables by default for an int will be
0; a string will be empty, etc.
Now let us look at different ways of initializing a struct and setting values for
variables within it.
Program: struct3.go
package main

import "fmt"
type Square struct {
X
int
name string
}
func main() {
//initialize values in order they are defined in struct
sqr1 := Square{10, "Go_Sqr1"}
fmt.Println("Square sqr1 is : ", sqr1)
//initialize values by variable name in any order
sqr2 := Square{name: "Go_Sqr2", X: 15}
fmt.Println("Square sqr2 is : ", sqr2)
//get pointer to an instance with new keyword
ps := new(Square)
//set value using . notation by dereferencing pointer
(*ps).X = 30
//set value using . same as above
ps.name = "Go_Sqr3"
fmt.Println("Square ps is : ", *ps)
ps1 := &sqr1
ps1.X = 22
fmt.Println("The new value of X: ", ps1.X)
fmt.Println("Square sqr1 is : ", sqr1)
}

The output is:
Square sqr1 is : {10 Go_Sqr1}
Square sqr2 is : {15 Go_Sqr2}
Square ps is : {30 Go_Sqr3}
The new value of X: 22
Square sqr1 is : {22 Go_Sqr1}

Note:
As seen above, you can get a pointer to a newly created struct instance using the
new keyword.
A pointer thus obtained, can be used with or without using the * operator to get
variables within it.
Thus 
new(T)
returns a pointer to a newly allocated zero value of type T. This is
important to remember.
This means a user of the data structure can create one with new and get right to
work.
Another example:
Program: struct_ptr.go
package main
import "fmt"
type Person struct {
name string
age int
}
func main() {
fmt.Println(Person{"Kiran", 30})
fmt.Println(Person{name: "Satish", age: 60})
s := Person{"Victor", 45}
fmt.Println(s)
r := &Person{"Harry", 30} // Pointer
fmt.Println(r)
r.age = 33
// Changing the values
fmt.Println(*r) // Pointer de-referencing
// Another example of Pointers
p := &Person{}
p.name = "Hulk"

p.age = 10
fmt.Println(*p)
}
The output is:
{Kiran 30}
{Satish 60}
{Victor 45}
&{Harry 30}
{Harry 33}
{Hulk 10}

An anonymous struct field
Program: struct4.go
package main
import "fmt"
type A struct {
ax, ay int
}
type B struct {
A
bx, by float64
}
func main() {
b := B{A{1, 2}, 3.0, 4.0}
fmt.Println(b.ax, b.ay, b.bx, b.by)
fmt.Println(b.A)
}
The output is:
1234
{1 2}

Anonymous fields of any type
Any named type, or pointer to one, may be used in an anonymous field and it
may appear at any location in the struct.
Program: struct5.go
package main
import "fmt"
type C struct {
x float64
int
string
}
func main() {
c := C{3.5, 7, "hello"}
fmt.Println(c.x, c.int, c.string)
}
The output is:
3.5 7 hello
Now let us understand how to define a function on a struct.
A normal function that we name myFunc that takes no parameters and returns
an int would be defined similar to the code snippet shown below:
func myFunc() int {
//code
}
A function like myFunc that takes no parameters and returns an int, but which is
associated with a type which we call as myType would be defined similar to the
code snippet shown below:

type myType struct{}
func (f myType) myFunc() int {
//code
}
In between the keyword func and the name of the function (myFunc()) we have
added a “receiver”. The receiver is like a parameter – it has a name and a type. In
Go, a function which takes a receiver is usually called a method.
Let’s extend our earlier Square struct to add an Area function. This time we will
define that the Area function works explicitly with the Square type:
Program: struct6.go
package main
import "fmt"
type Square struct {
X
int
name string
}
func (s Square) Area() int {
return s.X * s.X
}
func main() {
r1 := Square{5, "my_sqr"}
fmt.Println("Square is: ", r1)
fmt.Println("Square area is: ", r1.Area())
}
The output is:
Square is: {5 my_sqr}
Square area is: 25
Let’s now modify the program 
struct0.go
to use structs.

Program: struct6a.go
package main
import "fmt"
type Rectangle struct {
length, width float64
}
func (r Rectangle) Area() float64 {
return r.length * r.width
}
func (r Rectangle) Perimeter() float64 {
return 2 * (r.length + r.width)
}
func main() {
r := Rectangle{4.5, 3.75}
area := r.Area()
fmt.Println("Area is = ", area)
perimeter := r.Perimeter()
fmt.Println("Perimeter is = ", perimeter)
}
The output is:
Area is = 16.875
Perimeter is = 16.5

What’s the difference between pointer and nonpointer method
receivers?
We know that in Go, a function which takes a receiver is usually called a method.
func (s *MyStruct) pointerMethod() { } 
// method on pointer func (s MyStruct) valueMethod() {
} // method on value

Simply stated:
you can treat the receiver as if it was an argument being passed
to the method. All the same reasons why you might want to pass by value or
pass by reference apply.
Reasons why you would want to pass by reference as opposed to by value:
• You want to actually modify the receiver (“read/write” as opposed to just
“read”)
• The struct is very large and a deep copy is expensive
• Consistency: if some of the methods on the struct have pointer receivers, the
rest should too. This allows predictability of behavior.
If you need these characteristics on your method call, use a pointer receiver.
Here are even more rules of 
thumb
to help you choose whether to use a value
or pointer receiver.
Program: struct7.go
package main
import "fmt"
type Number struct {
i int
j int
}
func (n Number) Same() {
n.i = 23
n.j = 47
}
func (n *Number) Change() {
n.i = 23
n.j = 47
}
func main() {
n := &Number{0, 0}
fmt.Println(n)

n.Same()
fmt.Println(n)
n.Change()
fmt.Println(n)
}
The output is:
&{0 0}
&{0 0}
&{23 47}
The method Same is defined with a non-pointer receiver and doesn’t change the
values of the struct it is invoked on, and Change is defined with a pointer
receiver, so it does change the values of the struct upon which it is invoked.
Exercise 15
Create a simple stack Go program which can hold a fixed number of ints. It does
not have to grow beyond this limit. Define push() – put something on the stack –
and pop() – retrieve something from the stack – functions. The stack should be a
LIFO (last in, first out) stack.
Exercise 15 Solution

interface
Be Aware:
Learning to use interfaces in Go is difficult - the basics are easy but it will take
some practice before you know how to design your own interfaces.
An interface is a set of methods. To turn it around, the methods implemented by
a concrete type such as a struct form the interface of that type.
Let’s focus on the method set aspect of interfaces first.
In Go, suppose you have an interface for a Dog:
type Dog interface {
Woof()
}

Any struct that has a Woof method will implement the Dog interface implicitly
and can be used as a Dog.
Program: intf1.go
package main
import "fmt"
type Dog interface {
Woof()
}
type Lassie struct {
}
func (l Lassie) Woof() {
fmt.Println("woof woof!")
}
type Astro struct {
}
func (a Astro) Woof() {
fmt.Println("WOOF WOOF!!")
}
func main() {
var dog Dog
dog = Lassie{}
dog.Woof()
dog = Astro{}
dog.Woof()
}

with output:
woof woof!
WOOF WOOF!!

If you have another struct, Cat, which doesn’t have a Woof method and you tried
to use it as a Dog then you’ll get a compile time error:
Program: intf2.go
package main
import "fmt"
type Dog interface {
Woof()
}
type Lassie struct {
}
func (l Lassie) Woof() {
fmt.Println("woof woof!")
}
type Astro struct {
}
func (a Astro) Woof() {
fmt.Println("WOOF WOOF!!")
}
type Cat struct {
}
func (c Cat) Meow() {
fmt.Println("meow meow")
}
func main() {
var dog Dog
dog = Lassie{}
dog.Woof()
dog = Astro{}
dog.Woof()

dog = Cat{}
dog.Woof()
}
with output:
cannot use Cat literal (type Cat) as type Dog in assignment:
Cat does not implement Dog (missing Woof method)
Earlier we had seen an example of a Square struct and an Area function:
Program: intf3.go
package main
import "fmt"
type Square struct {
Width, Height int
}
func (s Square) Area() int {
return s.Width * s.Height
}
func main() {
r1 := Square{5, 5}
fmt.Println("Square is: ", r1)
fmt.Println("Square area is: ", r1.Area())
}
with output:
Square is: {5 5}
Square area is: 25
Note: Although not used here, it is idiomatic in Go for interface names to be
suffixed with “-er” (like Positioner, Distancer).

Let us now abstract out the Area function into an interface called Geometry.
Geometry is an interface and has a single function Area that returns an int as
follows:
type Geometry interface {
Area() int
}
Let us write the full program:
Program: geometry.go
package main
import "fmt"
type Square struct {
Width, Height int
}
type Geometry interface {
Area() int
}
// To implement an interface in Go, we just need to implement all
the methods
// in the interface
func (s Square) Area() int {
return s.Width * s.Height
}
// If a variable has an interface type, then we can call methods
that are in
// the named interface. Here is a generic measure function taking
advantage of
// this to work on any Geometry.
func measure(g Geometry) {
fmt.Println(g)
fmt.Println(g.Area())
}
func main() {

s := Square{Width: 3, Height: 4}
// The Square struct type implements the Geometry interface so
we can
// use instances of these structs as arguments to measure.
measure(s)
}
The output is:
{3 4}
12
Here’s an 
example
¹ of a simple Animal interface.

The interface{} type
It’s possible to define an interface without any methods. Such an interface is
known as an empty interface, and it’s denoted by interface{}. Since there are no
methods, all types will satisfy this interface.
That means if you write a function that takes an interface{} value as a parameter,
you can supply that function with any value.
So, this function:
func DoSomething(v interface{}) {
// ...
}
will accept any parameter whatsoever.
Here’s where it gets confusing: inside of the DoSomething function, what is v’s
type? Beginners are led to believe that “v is of any type”, but that is wrong. v is
not of any type; it is of interface{} type.
Wait, what? When passing a value into the DoSomething function, the Go
runtime will perform a type conversion (if necessary), and convert the value to
an interface{} value.
All values have exactly one type at runtime, and v’s one static type is interface{}.

This should leave you wondering: ok, so if a conversion is taking place, what is
actually being passed into a function that takes an interface{} value?
If you understand that an interface value is two words wide and it contains a
pointer to the underlying data, that’s typically enough to avoid common pitfalls.
This topic is adapted from blog posts 
this
and 
this
.
Remember:
Can’t use nil to initialize a variable without an explicit type
The nil identifier can be used as the “zero value” for interfaces, functions,
pointers, maps, slices, and channels. If you don’t specify the variable type the
compiler will fail to compile your code because it can’t guess the type.
package main
func main() {
var x = nil //error
_=x
}
Exercise 16
Declare an interface named Speaker with a method named SayHello. Declare a
struct named English that represents a person who speaks english, declare a
struct named Chinese for someone who speaks chinese and a struct named
Indian for someone who speaks hindi.
Implement the Speaker interface for each struct with these literal strings “I speak
English!”, “I speak Chinese!” and “I speak Hindi!”.
Solutions
Exercise 16 Solution

Error
It is idiomatic in Go to use the error interface type as the return type for any
error that is going to be returned from a function or method. This interface is
used by all the functions and methods in the standard library that return errors.

Go code uses error values to indicate an abnormal state. For example, the
os.Open function returns a non-nil error value when it fails to open a file.
func Open(name string) (file *File, err error)
The following code uses os.Open to open a file. If an error occurs it calls log.Fatal
to print the error message and stop.
f, err := os.Open("filename.ext")
if err != nil {
log.Fatal(err)
}
// do something with the open *File f

Handling errors that are returned from functions and methods starts by
checking if the returned interface value of type error is not nil. Thus in the above
code, the value of the err variable is compared to the value of nil. If the value is
not nil, then there was an error.
In Go, error handling is important. The language’s design and conventions
encourage you to explicitly check for errors where they occur (as distinct from
the convention in other languages of throwing exceptions and sometimes
catching them).
In some cases this makes Go code verbose.

Go Language Study Group  Week 4
Welcome to Week 4. In this week, we take a look at the following:
● Concurrency

One of the most important and talked feature about Go language is that it has
built-in support for Concurrency. In fact, talk about Go with people familiar with
the language and often the discussion goes to Go Concurrency support.
In this section we will understand how using Go, we can achieve concurrency in
our programs.
Before we get started lets first try to answer “
What is Concurrency?
”
The most common answer is doing things in parallel and in case of
programming executing the piece of code in parallel. This is correct to an extent.
But if we have a single core processor supporting single thread, how is
concurrency actually achieved? In this scenario code is executed sequentially
and depending on the underlying hardware when CPU is waiting for IO
operation or on time based approach, CPU can execute multiple threads one
after another giving an impression of concurrency.
So when we are talking about concurrency, it is not how the piece of code will be
executed in parallel, but 
it is more about how to write code that can be
executed in parallel
.
And this is where Go concurrency is different compared to other languages as it
is built into the language and the way it is implemented actually makes it easy to
achieve concurrency.
Erlang is the modern language which has similar (not same) implementation
/support for concurrency.
Before we get to concurrency, let us first look at a program that will print 20
sequential numbers by calling print method in a 
for
loop:
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
for i := 0; i < 20; i++ {
print(i)
}
}

func print(i int) {
fmt.Println("Value: ", i)
}

Above code will call print method 20 times in 
for
loop and print the value of 
i
passed to the function.
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:
Value:

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

The 
print
function is a simple method but let’s assume that in the real world, it
will be some complex method which will do some type of computation to
calculate the value to be printed. What we specifically mean by that is that the
order in which the values are printed in not important.

Go Routine
Go Routine
, is the way of doing things concurrently. To understand Go Routine
let us first modify the above example of printing numbers to use Go Routine.
And this is achieved by preceding the call to 
print
function 
in for loop
with word
go
. Yes that’s it!

By preceding the function call with 
go
you are telling Go to execute that function
concurrently.
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
for i := 0; i < 20; i++ {
go print(i)
}
}
func print(i int) {
fmt.Println("Value: ", i)
}
Run the above code! Oops! What happened?
You will notice that nothing gets printed and program exits. And the reason is
that the 
print
method is 
called in background
in multiple Go Routines, since
you have preceded the call to print function with 
go
. And your 
main() 
completes
before that. As a result your program exits.
Now those who know OO language like Java, they will find this similar to
Threads. But let me tell you it is not. And reason why it is not is, Go Routines are
light weight processes and each thread can have multiple Go Routines. That
means if you have a single threaded processor, it can still run multiple Go
Routines within that thread, thereby enabling to achieve better concurrency.
This doesn’t mean that any number of Go Routines can be created, though
creating a Go Routine is cheap. So they do have some cost and one needs to
think wisely.
In above example, with Go Routine we are not able to print values as program is
getting exited. So solution to this is to make your 
main()
function not exit and
one way to achieve this is to introduce a 
sleep 
mechanism to make 
main()
sleep.
Take a look at the program below:

package main
import (
"fmt"
"time"
)
func main() {
for i := 0; i < 20; i++ {
go print(i)
}

}

time.Sleep
(10 * time.Second)

func print(i int) {
fmt.Println("Value: ", i)
}
Changes to note:
1.
Import 
time
package
2.
Call time.Sleep() after for loop is completed.
Here we are making function main to sleep for 10 seconds, thereby giving Go
Routines, some time to finish. Since we are just printing values, 10 seconds is
more than enough (1 milliseconds will also work).
Is this an ideal way? Ofcourse not! This is because in the real world 
print()
method will be more complex, and it will be difficult to compute the time it will
take to finish. Also it is not a good idea to make 
main()
function sleep for certain
time.
So what can we do now? Lets introduce 
Channels
in Go.

Channel
As the name suggests, it is a channel to 
put things at one end
and 
receive it on
other end
.
There are two types of channels:
● Unbuffered

● Buffered.

Unbuffered Channel:
As the name says, an 
Unbuffered channel
is one that 
does not hold more
than one value
.
Let us look at the example below to see what happens if channel is not read
between two consecutive writes.
import "fmt"
func main() {
chann := make(chan int)
for i := 1; i <= 10; i++ {
chann <- i
}
close(chann)
go func() {
for value := range chann {
fmt.Println(value)
}
}()
}

In sample above, we have created one channel 
chann 
of type int, and in for loop
writing to values to that channel. Once we are done, we are closing the channel
by calling close function. And after this we are calling a Go Routine which is
responsible for reading value from channel and print.
Try running this example and you will see
fatal error: all goroutines are asleep - deadlock!
But where is the deadlock? 
Deadlock is at the point when you are trying to
write to channel. Since channel is unbuffered it is important to read from the
channel after each write.

To make the above code work, move Go Routine before for loop, which will read
the channel, thereby making sure there is some process to read from channel
after each write.
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
chann := make(chan int)
go func() {
for value := range chann {
fmt.Println(value)
}
}()
for i := 1; i <= 10; i++ {
chann <- i
}
close(chann)
}

Buffered Channel:
This channel can hold multiple values and doesn’t requires immediate read after
each write to channel.
package main
import "fmt"
func main() {
chann := make(chan int, 10)
for i := 1; i <= 10; i++ {
chann <- i
}
close(chann)

for value := range chann {
fmt.Println(value)
}
}

In this example, we have created buffered channel which can hold 10 values. In
first 
for 
loop we are writing values in channel 
chann
and in second 
for
loop we
are reading through the channel and printing it.
Let us, revamp the above example of printing values via Go Routine to use
channel and see how using channel we can avoid putting main function to sleep
explicitly.
package main
import "fmt"
var myChannel chan int
func main() {
myChannel = make(chan int)
printCount := 20
for i := 0; i < printCount; i++ {
go print(i)
}
count := 0
for {
count = count + (<-myChannel)
if count == printCount {
break
}
}
}
func print(i int) {
fmt.Println("Value: ", i)
myChannel <- 1
}

Let us break it down:
1. We declared a channel of type int (
var myChannel
) i.e. this channel
communicates over int.
2. In 
main()
function we initialized the channel via 
make
.
3. Now since we wanted to wait and check if all the 20 go routines are done,
we have added a count variable of type int and initialized it to 0.
4. Then we have infinite for loop which reads value from channel 
myChannel
and adds to count.
5. If count reaches 20 break the for loop and come out.
Key thing to note here is the way in which value is written and read from the
channel:
myChannel<- 1write int with value 1 to the channel.
<- 
myChannel reads int value written to the channel.
Here in print method, we write 1 to the channel and in for loop in main we read
value from channel which will be 1. Once all the go routines are over, value of
count will be 20 and hence we will break for loop and main function will also
complete thereby exiting the program.
If you look at the logic then we have infinite for loop, incrementing the value of
count and checking if it has reached the desired value. All this doesn’t look clean
and right.
Also this is not the appropriate use case for channel, there is more to channels
than this. But idea here was to get introduced to channel.
Let’s look at a better approach to determine if all the Go Routines are done or
not? Let’s modify the above example to use something called a WaitGroup
instead of the Channel.

WaitGroup
The Go Language package 
sync
, provides 
WaitGroup 
which acts as a counter to
check if all the Go Routines are done.
So let’s look at a program to understand more.
package main

import (
"fmt"
"sync"
)
var wg sync.WaitGroup
func main() {
for i := 0; i < 20; i++ {
wg.Add(1)
go print(i)
}
wg.Wait()
}
func print(i int) {
fmt.Println("Value: ", i)
wg.Done()
}
Let’s break it down:
1. We declared variable of type WaitGroup (
var wg sync.WaitGroup
). We
don’t need to initialize this 
wg
, it is taken care internally when we call
sync.WaitGroup.
2. Now in for loop, for each Go Routine, we call Add method on wg
(wg.Add(1)) and pass 1 to it for each Go Routine. 
Tip:
If we are aware of
number of Go Routines we can directly add that. So in our case, in place of
calling wg.Add(...) in for loop, since we know that we need to have 20 Go
Routines we could have done that too.
func main() {
printCount := 20
wg.Add(printCount)
for i := 0; i < printCount; i++ {
go print(i)
}
wg.Wait()
}

3. After we are done adding or setting the number of Go Routines that we
are launching and the end after for loop is over, call 
Wait
on 
wg
. This
function Wait() will wait for all the Go Routines to finish.
4. But in order for WaitGroup to know that all the Go Routines, that were
started have finished, in 
print()
function, after printing the value at the
end of the function, we invoke the 
Done()
method on the wait group. This
way, each time 
Done()
is called, count of number of Go Routines
remaining is decremented and when it reaches 0, 
Wait()
function on that
WaitGroup will finish.
This approach looks good and clean compare to previous channel one, and also
is the more appropriate solution for this problem than using channel.

Channel (Contd.)
Let’s look at the following example to understand one more use case of channel.
package main
import (
"fmt"
"math/rand"
"time"
)
func main() {
firstDigit := make(chan int)
secondDigit := make(chan int)
thirdDigit := make(chan int)
go generateRandomDigit(firstDigit)
go generateRandomDigit(secondDigit)
go generateRandomDigit(thirdDigit)
f, s, t := -1, -1, -1
for {
select {
case f = <-firstDigit:
fmt.Println("Computed 1st....")
case s = <-secondDigit:
fmt.Println("Computed 2nd ....")

case t = <-thirdDigit:
fmt.Println("Computed 3rd....")
}
if f != -1 && s != -1 && t != -1 {
fmt.Println(f, s, t)
break
}
}
}
func generateRandomDigit(myChannel chan int) {
rand.Seed(time.Now().UTC().UnixNano())
time.Sleep(time.Duration(rand.Intn(5)) * time.Second)
myChannel <- rand.Intn(10)
}

Above example, will print 3 random digits, but will generate each random digit
separately. Since we want 3 random digits, we first created 3 channels, one for
digit. And then call generate 
random
digit function in Go Routine and pass each
channel to it so that at the end, Go Routine will write newly generated random
digit to channel passed.
In main function, we have for loop in which we have a 
select 
statement. 
select 
is
like switch for communication operations. Each case of select will read through
one channel and print which digit is computed. It will also assign value received
from channel to variable.
In for loop we have an if statement which checks if all the 3 digits are available
and if yes will print the digits and break the loop.
Reason for using 
select
statement 
in for
loop, was each Go Routine call to
generate random function will sleep for random time and then write to
respective channel. So using select/case combination we will assign value to
corresponding variable and till digits are not available we will loop through.
So far we looked at very simple example to understand the support that Go
provides for supporting concurrency. Now let us go little further and see a little
more realistic example.

Let’s try and simulate chat between two Xoriant employees. For this, we will use
2 Go Routines, which will communicate with each other over channel.
package main
import (
"fmt"
"sync"
)
var wg sync.WaitGroup
type Person struct {
Name
string
messages []string
currentMsg int
}
func (p *Person) getMessage() string {
var msg string
if p.currentMsg < len(p.messages) {
msg = p.Name + ": " + p.messages[p.currentMsg]
p.currentMsg++
}
return msg
}
func main() {
msgFromX1 := make(chan string)
msgFromX2 := make(chan string)
xorianter2 := &Person{"Xorianter 2", []string{"Hi", "How are
you?", "What's going on?", "Wow, I too want to learn", "Great,
Thanks", "bye"}, 0}
xorianter1 := &Person{"Xorianter 1", []string{"Hi", "I am
good", "learning Go", "Contact Romin Irani, he will add you to Go
Learning group", "Welcome", "bye"}, 0}
wg.Add(1)
go writeMessage(xorianter1, msgFromX2, msgFromX1)

wg.Add(1)
go writeMessage(xorianter2, msgFromX1, msgFromX2)
msgFromX2 <- xorianter2.getMessage()
wg.Wait()
}
func writeMessage(p *Person, readChannel chan string, writeChannel
chan string) {
for chanMsg := range readChannel {
if chanMsg == "" {
break
}
fmt.Println(chanMsg)
writeChannel <- p.getMessage()
}
close(writeChannel)
wg.Done()
}

Output:
Xorianter 2: Hi
Xorianter 1: Hi
Xorianter 2: How are you?
Xorianter 1: I am good
Xorianter 2: What's going on?
Xorianter 1: learning Go
Xorianter 2: Wow, I too want to learn
Xorianter 1: Contact Romin Irani, he will add you to Go Learning group
Xorianter 2: Great, Thanks
Xorianter 1: Welcome
Xorianter 2: bye
Xorianter 1: bye

Let’s break this down:
1. First we create struct Person, which have name, messages and position of
the message to be sent.

2. In function 
main 
we create 2 channels each of type string, one for each
person to write message to.
3. Then we create 2 Go Routine one for each person to simulate
bidirectional chat.
4. Each Go Routine calls function 
writeMessage
. This function accepts
pointer to Person and both the channels. If you notice order of the
channel is different for both the Go Routine.
5. So Xorianter1 writes to channel msgFromX1 and Xorianter2 write to
msgFromX2.
6. To start the communicate Xorianter2 writes to channel msgFromX2.
7. Now look at the function 
writeMessage
, this is where the main logic is. In
func writeMessage, we have for loop over readChannel (channel on which
other person is going to write his message).
8. This for loop will make sure that Go Routine is running and waiting for
message to be written on channel.
9. In for loop, we check the message sent, in case if message is empty, then
it indicates end of communication and we break for loop.
10.Once we are out of for loop, we call 
close
to indicate that we are no
longer going to write on channel.
11.Function 
close
is called on write channel i.e. the channel on which other
Go Routine is waiting. Once we are done, call function 
Done
on 
wg
(Wait
Group) to indicate that Go Routine is done.
This looks good and works fine, but there is one issue, the design of this is not
correct. And reason is we are using 2 channels for communication, which is not
correct, ideally there should be one channel between the 2 persons (Go
Routines).
Let us look at the code below and see how can we achieve same communication
using one channel.
package main
import (
"fmt"
"sync"
)
var wg sync.WaitGroup
type Person struct {
Name
string

messages []string
currentMsg int
}
func (p *Person) getMessage() string {
var msg string
if p.currentMsg < len(p.messages) {
msg = p.Name + ": " + p.messages[p.currentMsg]
p.currentMsg++
}
return msg
}
func main() {
chann := make(chan string)
xorianter2 := &Person{"Xorianter 2", []string{"Hi", "How are
you?", "What's going on?", "Wow, I too want to learn", "Great,
Thanks", "bye"}, 0}
xorianter1 := &Person{"Xorianter 1", []string{"Hi", "I am
good", "learning Go", "Contact Romin Irani, he will add you to Go
Learning group", "Welcome", "bye"}, 0}
wg.Add(1)
go writeMessage(xorianter1, chann)
wg.Add(1)
go writeMessage(xorianter2, chann)
chann <- xorianter2.getMessage()
wg.Wait()
}
func writeMessage(p *Person, myChannel chan string) {
for chanMsg := range myChannel {
if chanMsg == "" {
close(myChannel)
break
} else {
fmt.Println(p.Name, ":", chanMsg)

myChannel <- p.getMessage()
}
}
wg.Done()
}
Here we are using one channel, 
chann
of type string to pass message between
the two Go Routines. If you look at the code, major change is in the logic of
identifying the end of conversation.
As soon as empty string is encountered we close the channel and break out of
the for loop and call 
Done
on 
wg
(WaitGroup) to indicate completion of Go
Routine.

Go Language Study Group  Week 5
Welcome to Week 5. In this week, we take a look at the following:
● Writing Web Servers.
● REST APIs.
● Take a look at a complete Web Application using the powerful Go
Language Template feature.

Go HTTP Webserver
Go has built in support for HTTP protocol. Unlike Java you don’t need any
external server or jars for the web server.
Let us look at the code to understand how we can use Go to serve a web
application.
Let us create a file named 
SampleServerApp.go
, and copy, paste the following
code:
package main
import (
"fmt"
"net/http"
)
const PORT = "8080"
func checkErrorAndPanic(err error) {
if err != nil {
panic(err)
}
}
func main() {
fmt.Println("Attempt to start server at port ...." + PORT)
http.HandleFunc("/", welcomeHandler)
err := http.ListenAndServe(":"+PORT, nil)
checkErrorAndPanic(err)
}
func welcomeHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {
fmt.Println("Welcome to Go Sample Server App....")
}

1.
As we can see from the above code apart from “
fmt
” package which is
needed for printing the statement on console we need to import only one more
package “
net/http
”
2.
We are going to start web server on port 8080 hence we have defined a

constant PORT with “8080”. You can choose any port that is available. It is not
mandatory to use constant for PORT it is done for ease of usage as PORT is
referred twice in the code.
3.
Now let us look at main function.
a.
First statement is just to print the Port on which server is going to listen,
8080 in our case.
b.
Then we are registering URL pattern “/” which will be handled by method
welcomeHandler(handler) 
using 
HandleFunc 
method of “http” package.
c.
Now call ListenAndServe method of “http” package. As the name suggest this
method is responsible for starting the server by listening on the PORT and serve
the incoming requests.
d.
It is important to know that 
ListenAndServe 
method is a blocking call and
after this method is called, control will not be returned back to the main function
in case of successful starting of the server and in case of error it will return back
error.
e.
Since 
ListenAndServe 
is blocking call, it is important that all the URL
patterns and their corresponding handler functions are configured before call to
this method or in other words this method should be the last call in the main
function. The only code to follow this is to check for error and print some user
readable error message.
f. 
To handle this error if returned, we have written another method called
checkErrorAndPanic
.
g.
Function 
checkErrorAndPanic 
will check if error is not nil, and if not will call
panic 
method which will stop execution of the code and print trace of error.
4.
Handle 
welcomeHandler
, when called will print a welcome message.
Now try to run the above in same way as any other Go program (for e.g. go run
<filename> and if everything works well and PORT 8080 is available, web server
will start.
To check and validate, try following URL on any of the browser.
http://localhost:8080/
You will not see anything in the web browser, but if you look at console you will
see the welcome message will be printed 
more than once
. And now this is upto
you to find out why welcome message is more than once.
So far we saw how to start a web server and write handler to serve the request.

Let us now extend the above example to add more functionality. The
functionality that we want to add is:
1) Register a user
2) Unregister a user
3) Get List of Registered users
In other words, we are building out a full API Server out there. Read on.
To keep the example simple we will not use a database to hold the list of
registered users, but instead will use a 
map 
to track registered users.
The first thing that we need to do is define a 
struct
for a user as given below:
type user struct {
Name string
Age string
}

For example purpose, we have used only 2 fields for user: 
name 
and 
age
. Both
of these fields are of 
string 
type.
As discussed above we will use 
map 
to hold registered user.
var
usersMap
map
[
string
]user
func
init()
{
usersMap

=
make
(
map
[
string
]user)
}

We will use name of the user as the key, hence we defined the map with key as
string and value as user (struct) and initialized this map in 
init() 
func which will
be called before main func is called.
Now we need to 
define handlers
for handling functionality like register user,
un-register user and get list of registered users. We will define 
3 different
handlers
for these 3 functionalities.

Register User
func
registerUserHandler(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request){

userName

:=
r.URL.Query().Get(
"uname"
)
if

(
len
(userName)
==
0
){
w.Write([]

byte
(
"User
Name
is
mandatory.
Pass
value
for
uname"
))
return

}

ge
a
:=
r.URL.Query().Get(
"age"
)
if

(
len
(age)
==
0
){
w.Write([]

byte
(
"User
Name
is
mandatory.
Pass
value
for
age"
))
return

}


}

sersMap[userName]
u
=
user{userName,
age}
w.Write([]

byte
(
"Successfully
registered
User
Name:
"
+
userName))

If you are familiar with HTTP protocol, you will notice that we are using the GET
method for all the URL endpoints that we have defined so far. As a result, we are
going to query the HTTP request string for parameters that are passed as part of
the URL. For example : username and age of the user to be registered.
We first fetch “
uname
” from the query to check if it is not empty. If empty we
write back to user saying “User Name is mandatory…..” . Similarly “
age” 
is
mandatory too and we check for “age” parameter in query too. If both these
parameters are available and not empty, we create new instance of struct 
user
and add it to the 
map
with username as the key. We then write back success
message to indicate that user was successfully registered.
Now let us quickly define other two handler for getting the list of registered
users and unregister user.

Get list Of Registered Users:
func
getRegisteredUsersHandler(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request){
regUser

:=
""
;
for

_,
user
:=
range
usersMap
{
if

(
len
(user.Name)
>
0
){
regUser

=
regUser
+
"\n"
+
user.Name
}

}

w.Write([]

byte
(
"Registered
Users
are
:
"
+
regUser))

}

Unregister User:
func
unRegisteredUsersHandler(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request){
userName

:=
r.URL.Query().Get(
"uname"
)
if

(
len
(userName)
==
0
){
w.Write([]

byte
(
"User
Name
is
mandatory.
Pass
value
for
uname"
))
return

}

delete

(usersMap,
userName)
w.Write([]

byte
(
"Successfully
un-registered
User
:
"
+
userName))
}

After 
defining the handlers 
we need to 
configure them or rather map them
to the 
URL
patterns
against which they will be executed.
http.HandleFunc(
"/regUser"
,
registerUserHandler)
http.HandleFunc(
"/getRegUser"
,
getRegisteredUsersHandler)
http.HandleFunc("
/unRegUser
", unRegisteredUsersHandler)

Here is the full code:
package main
import (
"fmt"
"net/http"
)
const PORT = "8080"
type user struct {
Name string
Age string
}
var usersMap map[string]user
func init() {
usersMap = make(map[string]user)
}

func checkErrorAndPanic(err error) {
if err != nil {
panic(err)
}
}
func main() {
fmt.Println("Attempt to start server at port ...." + PORT)
http.HandleFunc("/regUser", registerUserHandler)
http.HandleFunc("/getRegUser", getRegisteredUsersHandler)
http.HandleFunc("/unRegUser", unRegisteredUsersHandler)
err := http.ListenAndServe(":"+PORT, nil)
checkErrorAndPanic(err)
}
func registerUserHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {
userName := r.URL.Query().Get("uname")
if len(userName) == 0 {
w.Write([]byte("User Name is mandatory. Pass value for
uname"))
return
}
age := r.URL.Query().Get("age")
if len(age) == 0 {
w.Write([]byte("User Name is mandatory. Pass value for
age"))
return
}
usersMap[userName] = user{userName, age}
w.Write([]byte("Successfully registered User Name: " +
userName))
}
func getRegisteredUsersHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r
*http.Request) {
regUser := ""
for _, user := range usersMap {
if len(user.Name) > 0 {
regUser = regUser + "\n" + user.Name

}
}
w.Write([]byte("Registered Users are : " + regUser))
}
func unRegisteredUsersHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r
*http.Request) {
userName := r.URL.Query().Get("uname")
if len(userName) == 0 {
w.Write([]byte("User Name is mandatory. Pass value for
uname"))
return
}
delete(usersMap, userName)
w.Write([]byte("Successfully un-registered User : " +
userName))
}

REST API (JSON and XML)
Exposing a Rest API is an important requirement in most web applications. JSON
and XML are the most widely used data formats for the REST APIs
In above example, method to get list of registered users is an appropriate
candidate for REST API, which can be consumed by any other application.
st
For this we will 1
need to define an additional struct to hold array of users so as
to get proper format for JSON and XML output

type
users
struct
{
Users

[]user
`xml:"user"`

}

For JSON and XML we need to import two packages:
"encoding/json"

"
encoding/xml"

Now add new handler which will return list of registered user in both JSON and
XML format:
func getRegisteredUsersHandlerRestAPI(w http.ResponseWriter, r
*http.Request) {
users := users{make([]user, 0)}
for _, value := range usersMap {
users.Users = append(users.Users, value)
fmt.Println(value.Name)
fmt.Println(len(users.Users))
}
if strings.Contains(r.URL.Path, "/json/") {
data, error := json.Marshal(users)
checkErrorAndPanic(error)
w.Header().Set("Content-Type", "application/json")
w.Write(data)
} else if strings.Contains(r.URL.Path, "/xml/") {
data, error := xml.Marshal(users)
checkErrorAndPanic(error)
w.Header().Set("Content-Type", "application/xml")
w.Write(data)
}
}

st
In above code, we 1
create instance of new struct users and also initialize user
array with it with size 0. Now iterate over the usersMap to get all values from the
map and add it to users array from users struct.

Now check, if the requesting URL contains json or xml in it to identify whether
JSON is to be returned or XML. For this we need to import “strings” package.
Based on whether JSON or XML is requested based on which url is called, we will
call Marshal method on json or xml and pass users struct to it. Marshal method
returns byte array of data and error, check if error is not nil, in this case panic or
else set the content type in header and write back byte array.
Here is the full code:
package main
import (
"encoding/json"

"encoding/xml"
"fmt"
"net/http"
"strings"
)
const PORT = "8080"
type users struct {
Users []user `xml:"user"`
}
type user struct {
Name string `xml:"name"`
Age string `xml:"age"`
}
var usersMap map[string]user
func init() {
usersMap = make(map[string]user)
}
func checkErrorAndPanic(err error) {
if err != nil {
panic(err)
}
}
func main() {
fmt.Println("Attempt to start server at port ...." + PORT)
http.HandleFunc("/regUser", registerUserHandler)
http.HandleFunc("/getRegUser", getRegisteredUsersHandler)
http.HandleFunc("/unRegUser", unRegisteredUsersHandler)
http.HandleFunc("/rest/json/getRegUser",
getRegisteredUsersHandlerRestAPI)
http.HandleFunc("/rest/xml/getRegUser",
getRegisteredUsersHandlerRestAPI)
err := http.ListenAndServe(":"+PORT, nil)
checkErrorAndPanic(err)
}
func registerUserHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {
userName := r.URL.Query().Get("uname")
if len(userName) == 0 {

w.Write([]byte("User Name is mandatory. Pass value for
uname"))
return
}
age := r.URL.Query().Get("age")
if len(age) == 0 {
w.Write([]byte("User Name is mandatory. Pass value for age"))
return
}
usersMap[userName] = user{userName, age}
w.Write([]byte("Successfully registered User Name: " + userName))
}
func getRegisteredUsersHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {
regUser := ""
for _, user := range usersMap {
if len(user.Name) > 0 {
regUser = regUser + "\n" + user.Name
}
}
w.Write([]byte("Registered Users are : " + regUser))
}
func unRegisteredUsersHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {
userName := r.URL.Query().Get("uname")
if len(userName) == 0 {
w.Write([]byte("User Name is mandatory. Pass value for
uname"))
return
}
delete(usersMap, userName)
w.Write([]byte("Successfully un-registered User : " + userName))
}
func getRegisteredUsersHandlerRestAPI(w http.ResponseWriter, r
*http.Request) {
users := users{make([]user, 0)}
for _, value := range usersMap {
users.Users = append(users.Users, value)
fmt.Println(value.Name)
fmt.Println(len(users.Users))
}
if strings.Contains(r.URL.Path, "/json/") {
data, error := json.Marshal(users)

checkErrorAndPanic(error)
w.Header().Set("Content-Type", "application/json")
w.Write(data)
} else if strings.Contains(r.URL.Path, "/xml/") {
data, error := xml.Marshal(users)
checkErrorAndPanic(error)
w.Header().Set("Content-Type", "application/xml")
w.Write(data)
}
}

Template
So far we looked at how to write simple web application in Go and how to
expose REST API using Go as web server, which can serve JSON as well as XML.
Now let us use the same example and convert it to complete end to end
application i.e. connect a web UI (HTML) to the above User Registration
application.
For this we will use 
Templates
. If you are familiar with J2EE, one can co-relate
template with JSP.
st
To start with let us 1
define the HTML files required for this application. We are
having 3 operations Register user, Unregister user and show list of registered
users.
And we will require 1 html file per operation.

Registered User Html (regForm.html):
<html>
<head>
<title>Registration Form</title>
</head>
<body>
{{.Message}}
<form method="post" action="/regUser">
<table>
<tr>
<td width=50% align="right">UserName:</td>
<td><input type="text" name="uname" value={{.Name}}></td>
</tr>

<tr>
<td width=50% align="right">Age:</td>
<td><input type="text" name="age" value={{.Age}}></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=2 align=center><input type="submit"
value="Submit" ></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=50% align="right"><a
href="/unRegUserForm">Unregister User</a> | </td>
<td><a href="/getRegUser">Show Registered
User</a></td>
</tr>
</table>
</form>
</body>
</html>

We have created a form which has 2 text box to take username (uname) and age
(age) and post the data on to the server via regUser action.
This all is part of standard HTML forms.
The difference is 
“{{.Message}}”
this is special thing that template can have.
Here
“{{.Message}}”
is used to print the success/error message that will be
shown on successful registration of the user.
Dot 
“.” in {{.}}
represent the data sent from server. It can be anything: 
array,
string, custom object, etc
.
In this case we are going to return back 
user struct
and hence using
{{.Message}} will display custom message from server.

Unregistration Form (unRegUser.html):
<html>
<head>
<title>Unregistration Form</title>
</head>
<body>
<a href="/">Home</a> <br/>
{{.Message}}
<form method="post" action="/unRegUser">
<table>

<tr>
<td width=50% align="right">UserName:</td>
<td><input type="text" name="uname" value={{.Name}}></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=2 align=center><input type="submit"
value="Submit" ></td>
</tr>
</table>
</form>
</body>
</html>

This HTML file is similar to registration from, only difference is the different
action and it only expects the username to be provided.

Show Registered Users (listOfRegUsers.html):
<html>
<head>
<title> Registered Users </title>
</head>
<body>
<a href="/">Home</a> <br/>
Registered Users:<br/>
<table border=1>
<tr>
<td width=70%>Name</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
{{range .}}
<tr>
<td width=70%>{{.Name}}</td>
<td>{{.Age}}</td>
</tr>
{{end}}
</table>
</body>
</html>

Here we have created table with 2 columns, Name and Age. {{range .}} and
{{end}} act kind of for loop will be iterate through the array of 
user struct
.
Now let us look the server side code and see the set of changes done to connect
UI.

package main
import (
"fmt"
"html/template"
"net/http"
)
const PORT = "8080"
type user struct {
Name
string
Age
string
Message string
}
var usersMap map[string]user
func init() {
usersMap = make(map[string]user)
}
func checkErrorAndPanic(err error) {
if err != nil {
panic(err)
}
}
var loadForm = template.Must(template.ParseFiles("regForm.html"))
var listOfRegUser =
template.Must(template.ParseFiles("listOfRegUsers.html"))
var unRegUser = template.Must(template.ParseFiles("unRegUser.html"))
func main() {
fmt.Println("Attempt to start server at port ...." + PORT)
http.HandleFunc("/", loadRegUserFormHandler)
http.HandleFunc("/regUser", registerUserHandler)
http.HandleFunc("/getRegUser", getRegisteredUsersHandler)
http.HandleFunc("/unRegUserForm", loadUnRegUserFormHandler)
http.HandleFunc("/unRegUser", unRegisteredUsersHandler)
err := http.ListenAndServe(":"+PORT, nil)
checkErrorAndPanic(err)

}
func loadRegUserFormHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request)
{
render(w, loadForm, "regForm.html", nil)
}
func loadUnRegUserFormHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r
*http.Request) {
render(w, unRegUser, "unRegUser.html", nil)
}
func render(w http.ResponseWriter, template *template.Template, name
string, data interface{}) {
template.ExecuteTemplate(w, name, data)
}
func registerUserHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {
userName := r.PostFormValue("uname")
age := r.PostFormValue("age")
user := user{userName, age, ""}
if len(userName) == 0 {
user.Message = "User Name is mandatory. Pass value for
uname"
render(w, loadForm, "regForm.html", user)
return
}
if len(age) == 0 {
user.Message = "Age is mandatory. Pass value for age"
render(w, loadForm, "regForm.html", user)
return
}
usersMap[userName] = user
http.Redirect(w, r, "/getRegUser", 302)
}

func getRegisteredUsersHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r
*http.Request) {
userArray := make([]user, 0)
for _, value := range usersMap {
userArray = append(userArray, value)
}
listOfRegUser.ExecuteTemplate(w, "listOfRegUsers.html",
userArray)
}
func unRegisteredUsersHandler(w http.ResponseWriter, r
*http.Request) {
userName := r.PostFormValue("uname")
user := user{userName, "", ""}
if len(userName) == 0 {
user.Message = "User Name is mandatory. Pass value for
uname"
render(w, unRegUser, "unRegUser.html", user)
return
}
delete(usersMap, userName)
http.Redirect(w, r, "/getRegUser", 302)
}

Set of changes:
1.
Import “html/template” package for using template
2.
We now only have one struct 
user
. Added new field Message, to set
message to be displayed in case of error or successful operation.
3.
We have 3 UI screens (HTML) as defined above. To use them we need to load
them. Following code snippet is used to load the template from the respective
file:
var
loadForm
=
template.Must(template.ParseFiles(
"regForm.html"
))
var
listOfRegUser
=
template.Must(template.ParseFiles(
"listOfRegUsers.html"
))
var
unRegUser
=
template.Must(template.ParseFiles(
"unRegUser.html"
))

template.ParseFiles
is used for reading and parsing the file and returns back
pointer to Template (*Template). If an error occurs while parsing, 
nil
is returned.
template.Must
is a wrapper that returns the template if there is no error. If
error is non nil, then the code is put in panic mode.

4.
We have added 2 new url patterns 
"/"
and 
"/unRegUserForm"mapped to 2
new handlers 
loadRegUserFormHandler 
and 
loadUnregUserFormHandler 
to
load/display registration and unregistration form respectively.
5.
Added new method 
render 
to rendering back UI based on template and file
name passed.
6.
Use 
Message 
field from 
user struct
to set the message which can be
displayed on UI.
7.
Use http.Redirect to redirect call to same page or any other page as needed.
For e.g. 
http.Redirect(w,
r,
"/getRegUser"
,
http.StatusFound)
, here we
are redirecting user to
“/getRegUser “
url which is mapped to handler 
getRegisteredUsersHandler
.
So far we looked at how to create web application in Go. We also looked how
web application can be created for serving simple API, which can either return
JSON and XML.
We also tried one end to end Web application. Web application, runs over HTTP
protocol, which by default is a stateless protocol i.e. protocol itself cannot check
if 2 request coming are from same client (session) or different (session). And
that’s when Session Management is needed. Go doesn’t provide session
management, though it has all the required pieces required to build session
management.
So one option is to implement session management from scratch as per your
needs, or use some kind of framework or toolkit which supports session
management. Session management in most of the cases will be standard and
hence would suggest using framework or toolkit. 
Gorilla 
is one of the most
popular of web framework toolkits available for Go. It has various modules to
support web application development. Best part of Gorilla is that one doesn’t
need entire toolkit, and can pick only modules which are of interest and need.
In following session we will download Gorilla sub modules for 
Session
management
and 
use it in or web application
.

Gorilla (Optional Reading)
Visit
Gorilla Web Site
to check list of all the modules available. Spend some time
at the site and understand the features that it provides.
For session management we will need 2 modules:

1.
gorilla/sessions
2.
gorilla/context
To download this module, open command prompt and type following
commands:
1.
go get github.com/gorilla/sessions
2.
go get github.com/gorilla/context
This will download, the 
session 
and 
context 
sub modules for Gorilla from
GitHub at location pointed by GOPATH.
Let us modify the above example to use Gorilla.
SampleGorillaWebApp.go
package
main
import
(
"fmt"

"github.com/gorilla/context"

"github.com/gorilla/sessions"

"html/template"

"net/http"

)
const
PORT
=
"8080"
var
store
=
sessions.NewCookieStore([]
byte
(
"something-very-secret"
))
var
SESSIONNAME
=
"session-name"
type
user
struct
{
Name

string
Age

string
Message

string
}
var
usersMap
map
[
string
]user
func
init()
{
usersMap

=
make
(
map
[
string
]user)
}
func
checkErrorAndPanic(err
error
)
{
if

err
!=
nil
{

}

}


panic

(err)

var
loginForm
=
template.Must(template.ParseFiles(
"loginForm.html"
))
var
loadForm
=
template.Must(template.ParseFiles(
"regForm.html"
))
var
listOfRegUser
=
template.Must(template.ParseFiles(
"listOfRegUsers.html"
))
var
unRegUser
=
template.Must(template.ParseFiles(
"unRegUser.html"
))
func
main()
{
fmt.Println(

"Attempt
to
start
server
at
port
...."
+
PORT)
http.HandleFunc(

"/"
,
loadLoginFormHandler)
http.HandleFunc(

"/login"
,
authenticteUserHandler)
http.HandleFunc(

"/showRegUserForm"
,
loadRegUserFormHandler)
http.HandleFunc(

"/regUser"
,
registerUserHandler)
http.HandleFunc(

"/getRegUser"
,
getRegisteredUsersHandler)
http.HandleFunc(

"/unRegUserForm"
,
loadUnRegUserFormHandler)
http.HandleFunc(

"/unRegUser"
,
unRegisteredUsersHandler)
err

:=
http.ListenAndServe(
":"
+PORT,
context.ClearHandler(http.DefaultServeMux))
checkErrorAndPanic(err)

}
func
getSession(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request,
values
map
[
string
]
string
,
new
bool
)
(*sessions.Session,
bool
)
{
isError

:=
false
session,

err
:=
store.Get(r,
SESSIONNAME)
if

err
!=
nil
{
fmt.Println(err.Error())

http.Error(w,

err.Error(),
500
)
isError

=
true
}

else
if
!
new
&&
session.IsNew
{
http.Error(w,

"Invalid
Session..."
,
500
)
isError

=
true
}

else
{
saveValues(session,

w,
r,
values)
}

return

session,
isError
}
func
saveValues(s
*sessions.Session,
w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request,
values
map
[
string
]
string
)
{
for

key,
value
:=
range
values
{
s.Values[key]

=
value
}


}

s.Save(r,

w)

func
loadLoginFormHandler(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request)
{
render(w,

loginForm,
"loginForm.html"
,
nil
)
}
func
authenticteUserHandler(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request)
{
userName

:=
r.PostFormValue(
"uname"
)
password

:=
r.PostFormValue(
"password"
)
if

"admin"
==
userName
&&
"admin"
==
password
{
values

:=
make
(
map
[
string
]
string
)
values[

"uname"
]
=
userName
session,

_
:=
getSession(w,
r,
values,
true
)
user

:=
user{
""
,
""
,
"Welcome
"
+
session.Values[
"uname"
].(
string
)
+
",
to
user
registration
application."
}
render(w,

loadForm,
"regForm.html"
,
user)
}

else
{
user

:=
user{userName,
""
,
"Invalid
UserName
or
Password."
}
render(w,

loginForm,
"loginForm.html"
,
user)
}

}
func
loadRegUserFormHandler(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request)
{
_,

isError
:=
getSession(w,
r,
nil
,
false
)
if

isError
{
return

}

render(w,

loadForm,
"regForm.html"
,
nil
)
}
func
loadUnRegUserFormHandler(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request)
{
_,

isError
:=
getSession(w,
r,
nil
,
false
)
if

isError
{
return

}

render(w,

unRegUser,
"unRegUser.html"
,
nil
)
}
func
render(w
http.ResponseWriter,
template
*template.Template,
name
string
,
data
interface
{})
{
template.ExecuteTemplate(w,

name,
data)
}
func
registerUserHandler(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request)
{

,
_
isError
:=
getSession(w,
r,
nil
,
false
)
if

isError
{
return

}

userName

:=
r.PostFormValue(
"uname"
)
age

:=
r.PostFormValue(
"age"
)

user

:=
user{userName,
age,
""
}
if

len
(userName)
==
0
{
user.Message

=
"User
Name
is
mandatory.
Pass
value
for
uname"
render(w,

loadForm,
"regForm.html"
,
user)
return

}

if

len
(age)
==
0
{
user.Message

=
"Age
is
mandatory.
Pass
value
for
age"
render(w,

loadForm,
"regForm.html"
,
user)
return

}

sersMap[userName]
u
=
user
http.Redirect(w,

r,
"/getRegUser"
,
http.StatusFound)

}
func
getRegisteredUsersHandler(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request)
{
_,

isError
:=
getSession(w,
r,
nil
,
false
)
if

isError
{
return

}

userArray

:=
make
([]user,
0
)
for

_,
value
:=
range
usersMap
{
userArray

=
append
(userArray,
value)
}

listOfRegUser.ExecuteTemplate(w,

"listOfRegUsers.html"
,
userArray)
}
func
unRegisteredUsersHandler(w
http.ResponseWriter,
r
*http.Request)
{
_,

isError
:=
getSession(w,
r,
nil
,
false
)
if

isError
{
return

}

userName

:=
r.PostFormValue(
"uname"
)
user

:=
user{userName,
""
,
""
}
if

len
(userName)
==
0
{

ser.Message
u
=
"User
Name
is
mandatory.
Pass
value
for
uname"
render(w,

unRegUser,
"unRegUser.html"
,
user)
return


}


}
delete

(usersMap,
userName)
http.Redirect(w,

r,
"/getRegUser"
,
http.StatusFound)

1.
Added 1 more form 
loginForm.html
, for enabling user to login in to the
application:
var
loginForm
=
template.Must(template.ParseFiles(
"loginForm.html"
))

2.
Change the handler to show login form by default. Added handler for
“/login”
for authenticating user on submitting login form and
/showRegUserForm
to show form for registering user.
http.HandleFunc(
"/"
,
loadLoginFormHandler)
http.HandleFunc(
"/login"
,
authenticteUserHandler)
http.HandleFunc(
"/showRegUserForm"
,
loadRegUserFormHandler)

3.
Note, earlier we are using default Mux and hence were passing nil while
starting server
http.ListenAndServe(
":"
+PORT,
nil)

But in order to use gorilla we need to set mux as follows
http.ListenAndServe(
":"
+PORT,
context.ClearHandler(http.DefaultServeMux))

This is very important to use context clear handler as this will clears request
values at the end of request lifetime.
4.
Below are the two variables declared for session management. Variable
store, is used to define the cookie store for holding the sessions.
var
store
=
sessions.NewCookieStore([]
byte
(
"somethingverysecret"
))
st
NewCookieStore excepts array of byte array. 1
value, defines authentication
nd
key and is mandatory. 2value is used for encryption and is optional.

Variable SESSIONNAME, session name for registering session and used for
getting same.
var
SESSIONNAME
=
"session-name"

5.
Added following methods:

getSession
: Method to get the session based on SESSIONNAME. Method checks
if session and is new, and whether caller of this method expects session to be
new via new parameter of method. And if expected session is not new and if
session obtained is new, error message is populated. If everything looks good,
else block is executed and values passed to the method are saved in session to
be used in subsequent requests.
saveValues
:
Method used for saving values in session.
authenticteUserHandler
: Method used for authenticating user. This handler
will be called on “/login”. For example purpose we expect username and
password both as admin. On successful authentication, username is saved in
session and welcome message will be displayed on register user page.
loadLoginFormHandler: Handler to load login form.
6. Added following lines at start of handler methods to check if session exits to
make sure this handlers are executed only in case of successful authentication:
_,
isError

:=

getSession(w,

r,

nil

,
false

)
if

isError

{

return

}

First line, check if session exits and is not new. If not error message is populated
in getSession method, and returns true. If true, don’t continue and return
Also updated html file as follows. Apart from adding new html for login form, we
have updated hyper link for Home to “/showRegUserForm”

Login Form (loginForm.html)
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<title>Login Form</title>
</head>
<body>

{{.Message}}
<form method="post" action="/login">
<table>
<tr>
<td width=50% align="right">UserName:</td>
<td><input type="text" name="uname"
value={{.Name}}></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=50% align="right">Password:</td>
<td><input type="password" name="password"></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=2 align=center><input
type="submit" value="Submit" ></td>
</tr>
</table>
</form>
</body>
</html>

Register Form (regForm.html)
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<title>Registration Form</title>
</head>
<body>
{{.Message}}
<form method="post" action="/regUser">
<table>
<tr>
<td width=50% align="right">UserName:</td>
<td><input type="text" name="uname"
value={{.Name}}></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=50% align="right">Age:</td>

<td><input type="text" name="age"
value={{.Age}}></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=2 align=center><input
type="submit" value="Submit" ></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td width=50% align="right"><a
href="/unRegUserForm">Unregister User</a> | </td>
<td><a href="/getRegUser">Show
Registered User</a></td>
</tr>
</table>
</form>
</body>
</html>

Get list Of Registered User (listOfRegUsers.html)
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<title> Registered Users </title>
</head>
<body>
<a href="/showRegUserForm">Home</a> <br/>
Registered Users:<br/>
<table border=1>
<tr>
<td
width=70%>Name</td>
<td>Age</td>
</tr>
{{range .}}
<tr>

<td
width=70%>{{.Name}}</td>
<td>{{.Age}}</td>
</tr>
{{end}}
</table>
</body>
</html>

Unregister User (UnRegUser.html)
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd">
<html>
<head>
<title>Unregistration Form</title>
</head>
<body>
<a href="/showRegUserForm">Home</a> <br/>
{{.Message}}
<form method="post" action="/unRegUser">
<table>
<tr>
<td width=50% align="right">UserName:</td>
<td><input type="text" name="uname"
value={{.Name}}></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td colspan=2 align=center><input
type="submit" value="Submit" ></td>
</tr>
</table>
</form>
</body>
</html>

Go Language Study Group  Week 6
Welcome to Week 6. In this week, we take a look at the following:

● Accessing a database from Go. Specifically we will look at MongoDB.
● Writing a Slack plugin

The Database landscape
Databases can be broadly classified into SQL and NoSQL. There various SQL and
NoSQL databases out in market from different vendors. Few of the well known
databases are as follows:
SQL
1.
2.
3.
4.

MySQL
Oracle
DB2
Microsoft SQL Server

NoSQL
1. MongoDB
2. Apache Cassandra
3. Redis
Visit the following URL : 
https://github.com/avelino/awesome-go#database-drivers
to
get a list of all database drivers available for Go. Also if you scroll up a bit, you can also
find the databases implemented in Go.
For this material, we will use MongoDB as our database to connect to.

MongoDB
MongoDB is a popular document based NoSQL database. MongoDB uses BSON
(Binary JSON) documents for storing data. Since MongoDB is document based DB,
there is no fixed underlying DB schema. This flexibility is one of the key advantages of
MongoDB. Due to this MongoDB can easily adapt to your schema changes.
The Go application that we will be writing to access MongoDB requires that you have
a working installation of MongoDB. If you have an existing installation, you should be
all set.
If not, please visit the following link to download and install MongoDB.
https://www.mongodb.org/downloads#production
Ensure the necessary PATH variable is set on your machine, so that the mongo
binaries are available from the command prompt/terminal.
Once the installation is done, the next thing that we need is a Driver package for
MongoDB. Since we are using Go, we need a Driver for MongoDB in Go Language. We
have an excellent package named 
mgo
, that we will use.

To install 
mgo
(MongoDB) drivers for Go, execute the following command at the
command prompt/terminal to download 
mgo
drivers:
go get gopkg.in/mgo.v2
Be a bit patient as the package gets downloaded. To read more about mgo, visit
https://labix.org/mgo
Start Mongo Server
Now we have all the required artifacts to get started. Before we get started make sure
MongoDB is configured in 
PATH
.
To start MongoDB Server, type following command on your command prompt:
mongod
This will start MongoDB server. By default, it will start server on 27107 port on
localhost (127.0.0.1). In case if you need to connect to different port or IP address or
need some special settings please visit
ttps://docs.mongodb.org/manual/reference/program/mongod/
One way to check if server is on, punch in the following URL in the browser:
http://localhost:27017/
it will print “
It looks like you are trying to access MongoDB over HTTP on
the native driver port.
“ This validates that MongoDB is running on localhost port
27017.
Now let’s see how we connect to MongoDB via Go.
package
main
import
(
"fmt"

"gopkg.in/mgo.v2"

)
const
PORT
string
=
"27017"
const
IPADDRESS
string
=
"127.0.0.1"
func
main()
{
session,

err
:=
mgo.Dial(IPADDRESS
+
":"
+
PORT)
if

err
!=
nil
{
panic

(err)
}

defer

session.Close()
rr
e
=
session.Ping()
if

err
!=
nil
{
panic

(err)
}

fmt.Println(

"Successfully
Connected"
)

}

Here, we have declared 2 constants for defining the Port and IP Address on which
MongoDB server is running.
To connect to MongoDB:
1. Import 
mgo
driver (
gopkg.in/mgo.v2
) that we have downloaded.
2. Use Dial() method and pass URL (IP Address and Port number separated by “:”
(colon)). Dial() method will return session or error.
3. Check if error is not nil. if yes call panic which will stop execution of the
program, else we will simply call 
Ping()
on session to ping the MongoDB server
to check if connection is still active.
4. Defer the call to close session once done, for graceful closing of session.
MongoDB, does not have a concept of a table, but instead has a collection, where
each collection holds multiple documents. Since MongoDB does not follow any
schema, each collection can hold any document i.e. each document within the
collection can be of different structure, but for simplicity and for practical use it is
always recommended to have one collection holding documents of with same
structure.
We will reuse the example from previous week of User Registration and use that to
learn CRUD operations on MongoDB via Go.
package
main
import
(
"fmt"

"gopkg.in/mgo.v2"

"gopkg.in/mgo.v2/bson"

)
type
User
struct
{
ID

bson.ObjectId
`bson:"_id,omitempty"`
Name

string
Age

string
}
const
PORT
string
=
"27017"
const
IPADDRESS
string
=
"127.0.0.1"
const
DB_NAME
string
=
"SampleDB"
const
USER_COLLECTION
string
=
"User"
func
main(){
validateConnection()

dropDB()

showAllCollections()

addUser(

"Prashant"
,
"10"
)
showAllCollections()

users

:=
getAllUsers()
printUsers(users)

updateUser(users[

0
].Name,
"25"
)
users

=
getAllUsers()
printUsers(users)


}

emoveUserByName(users[
r
0
].Name)
users

=
getAllUsers()
printUsers(users)


func
validateConnection(){
fmt.Println(

"Trying
to
connect
to
Mongo
DB
at 
"
,
IPADDRESS,
":"
,PORT)
session

:=
getSession();
defer

session.Close()
if

(session
!=
nil
){
fmt.Println(

"Connected
successfully"
)
}


}

rr
e
:=
session.Ping()
checkError(err)


func
showAllCollections(){
session:=

getSession()
defer

session.Close();
db:=

session.DB(DB_NAME)
names,

err
:=
db.CollectionNames()
checkError(err)

if

len
(names)
==
0
{
fmt.Println(

"No
collections"
)
}

for

_,
name
:=
range
names{
fmt.Println(

"Collection:"
,
name)
}

}
func
dropDB(){
session

:=
getSession()
defer

session.Close()

}

rr:=
e
session.DB(DB_NAME).DropDatabase();
checkError(err)

fmt.Println(

"Successfully
Dropped
DB:
"
+
DB_NAME)

func
addUser(name,
age
string
){
user

:=
User{}
user.Name

=
name
user.Age

=
age

}

ession,
s
c:=
getCollection(USER_COLLECTION)
defer

session.Close()
err

:=
c.Insert(&user);
checkError(err)


func
getAllUsers()
[]User{
session,

c:=
getCollection(USER_COLLECTION)
defer

session.Close()
var

user
[]User
err:=

c.Find(
nil
).All(&user)

}

heckError(err)
c
return

user

func
removeUserByName(uname
string
){
session,

c:=
getCollection(USER_COLLECTION)
defer

session.Close()
changeInfo,

err:=
c.RemoveAll(bson.M{
"name"
:uname})
checkError(err)

fmt.Println(

"Removed:"
,
changeInfo.Removed)
}
func
updateUser(uname,
age
string
){
session,

c:=
getCollection(USER_COLLECTION)
defer

session.Close()
changeInfo,

err:=
c.UpdateAll(bson.M{
"name"
:uname},
bson.M{
"$set"
:
bson.M{
"age"
:
age}})
checkError(err)

fmt.Println(

"Updated:"
,
changeInfo.Updated)
}
func
checkError(err
error
){
if

(err
!=
nil
){
panic

(err)
}

}
func
getSession()
*mgo.Session{
session,

err
:=
mgo.Dial(IPADDRESS
+
":"
+
PORT)
checkError(err)

}

return

session

func
getCollection(cn
string
)
(*mgo.Session,
*mgo.Collection){
session

:=
getSession()
db:=

session.DB(DB_NAME)
c:=

db.C(cn)
return

session,
c
}
func
printUsers(users
[]User){
for

_,
user
:=
range
users{
fmt.Println(user)

}

}

1. Import bson (
gopkg.in/mgo.v2/bson
), required for querying and setting values.
2. Define struct 
User
. The struct has 3 fields ID, Name and Age. Name and Age are of
type string. ID is of type bson.ObjectId.
ObjectId, is a special implementation from Mongo to assign unique ID.
`bson:"_id,omitempty"` 
declares ID as primary key and will generate one while
inserting. So in case if it is empty/nil, driver will generate one.

3. We have declared constant for PORT, IP Address, Database Name and Collection.
You don’t need to create database and collection explicitly. In case they don’t
exists Mongo will create them when we try to access them.
4.
Function
Description
1 getSession
Function to connect to MongoDB and return session.
2 validateConnection
Will call getSession to get session and ping to check if
connection is active.
3 dropDB
Will drop database.
4 showAllCollections
Will get all the collections in Database and print their
names.
5 addUser
Takes 
name
and 
age
as parameters and insert them
in DB. It creates an instance of User struct and passes
that as a parameter to insert method. Since ID is
empty, it will get auto generated. Check the output of
the method to see the same.
6 getAllUser
Will fetch all the users in DB and return back array of
User. To get all the records, we pass 
WHERE
clause as
nil 
to the 
Find
function, which return a Query without
any WHERE clause. We then call the 
All
method on
Query which will fetch all records from the collection,
matching the WHERE clause. IN this case since there is
no WHERE clause, all the records will be fetched.
7 printUsers
Helper method to print all the users. Accept array of
User and print them.
8 updateUser
Takes a user 
name 
and age and will update age of the
user based on name passed. Here as you can see, we
are using bson.M, which is map of with key as string
and interface as value.
bson.M{
"name"
:uname} will put key “name” and user
name into the map. This map is passed as where
clause to updateAll method.
The second bson.M (bson.M{
"$set"
:

bson.M{

"age"
:
age}}) is used to set the value.
$set tells that update operation needs to be
performed and take bson.M (bson.M{
"age"
:
age}) as

value. And
bson.M{
"age"
:
age} defines 

which column
needs to
be updated and what value to set.

9

removeUserByName

Function updateAll, return error and ChangeInfo.
ChangeInfo has the Updated record, which will tell the
number of records updated.
Deletes user based on name passed.

5. In all the methods where we are performing DB operation, we get session from
getSession and as soon as we get session, next statement is defer session.Close().
This is to make sure session is gracefully closed.

6. See getCollection method, this is helper function to get collection. Method will get
session and collection and return the same to caller.
Output:
Trying to connect to Mongo DB at 127.0.0.1 : 27017
Connected successfully
Successfully Dropped DB: SampleDB
No collections
Collection: User
{ObjectIdHex("5683854418f536d92b3b3fb6") Prashant 10}
Updated: 1
{ObjectIdHex("5683854418f536d92b3b3fb6") Prashant 25}
Removed: 1

Now, let us look at the main() function:
1. We validate the connection by calling function 
validateConnection()
.
2. After this we are calling function 
dropDB
to drop the database so as to start
fresh for each run.
3. Then we call 
showAllCollections() 
to print all the collections in DB and since
DB was dropped no collections are expected.
4. Then we are adding one User and again calling function 
ShowAllCollections
.
The 
User 
collection is printed.
5. We then call 
getAllUser()
, which fetches all the users and returns an array,
which is printed via the function 
printUser()
. While adding user we only set
user name and age, ID is kept empty which is populated via Mongo driver.
6. The function 
updateUser()
will updated the user. Here we added one user wilh
age as 
10
and then updated its age to 
25
. After updating we are again fetching
all the data and printing it to see the same.
7. Additionally, we printed the 
ChangeInfo
object to check number of rows
updated which is 1 in our case.
8. Finally we call the function 
removeUserByName()
, which will delete the added
user.

Database Assignment (Optional)
Now that you have seen how to use the MongoDB database from Go, you can take
your knowledge to the next level by combining what you have learnt so far. If we look
at this week’s material and week 5 material, we can say that you now can do the
following using Go:
● Write a API Server in Go. #Week4
● Write a CRUD Web Application using Go Web Templates #Week5
● Write the Database Layer in Go to access a sample NoSQL MongoDB Database
#Week6

Additionally in both (Week5 and Week6), we covered a similar 
User Registration
data
model.

The assignment (we strongly recommend that you work on it) should integrate
functional and working Database Layer into the API Layer and Web Application of
Week 4. This would result in a complete and working Web Application powered by
Go.

Writing Slack Plugins
Slack
has become a popular collaboration tool across enterprises. It is a great fit for
team communication in areas where Email is coming up short. The power of Slack is
not just in the platform and the various clients that it provides to teams but also an
open platform that allows users to integrate with popular outside applications and
APIs.
The
Slack API home page
covers the various mechanisms that it provides for outside
applications to tap into the platform and make it a hub for team communication. As
per the official documentation, these mechanisms include :
●
●
●
●
●

Web API
Real Time Messaging API
Slackbot Remote Control
Incoming / Outgoing Webhooks
Slash Commands

In this article we are going to look at how you can integrate
slash commands
into your
Slack Team Portal. A slash command listens for messages in chat and looks out for
trigger words. When triggered, it sends a payload to an external URL. For example say
we are a team working for 
ProgrammableWeb
and want to find out the various API
Categories that are available in 
the directory
. We could define a slash command that
looks for a text trigger named /categories.
If anyone types /categories in the chat message window, then the slash command is
activated. It will then invoke a backend application (external to Slack and hosted by
you) and pass an API payload over HTTP to your application. The application can then
process the command and return back the appropriate response.

The flow works as follows:

● Step 1 : The user types /categories as the command or they could type any
other slash command or other text.
● Step 2 : The Slack application checks its slash command configuration if there is
a slash command (/categories) configured or not. If it is not configured, it won’t
do anything about that. If it is configured, it will know the backend application
that the Slack admin has mapped it to, as part of the slash command setup.
● Step 3 : If the slash command mapping was found, the HTTP request with
various parameters like token id, team id, user name, command name and
more (as request parameters) are sent to the backend application, either in the
form of HTTP GET or POST.
● Step 4 : The application processes it and sends back a HTTP Response that is
sent back to the user client.

In the next few sections, we will take a look at how we can setup a simple slash
command that does this. For the purpose of understanding the flow, the example
used returns back dummy data and not some sophisticated backend processing
application. That is entirely left to the reader as to what they would like to integrate
into the slash commands.

Setting up a Slash Command
The first thing that we have to do is plan out which slash commands we are going to
handle in our backend application and the URL that we will be mapping it too. The
URL will be the actual backend application that is hosted publicly such that the Slack
service can access it.
In our case here, we are going to show how to map the /categories slash command to
a sample application running in the Cloud.

Assuming that you are the Administrator for your Slack team account, log in to the
Slack team portal and go to Configure Integrations as shown below:

This will bring up the Configure Integrations page where you can add various
integration services to your team. Since we are interested in slash commands, just
type “slash” in the filter search input box as shown below:

This will bring up the slash commands service as shown. Click on View and it should
bring up a form to configure the slash command.
In the choose a command form, we type in /categories as shown below:

Then click on Add Slash Command Integration button. This will bring up the detailed
configuration screen for the /categories command and two sections that we will
discuss now.

Outgoing Payload and Responses
The first one is the Outgoing Payload and Responses section. Here we can leave
things as the default but you should understand what request parameters are going
to be sent to your backend application. I am reproducing here a sample HTTP Request
that gets sent to your application:
token=ItoB7oEyZIbNmHPfxHQ2GrbC
team_id=T0001
team_domain=example
channel_id=C2147483705
channel_name=test
user_id=U2147483697
user_name=Steve
command=/weather
text=94070

I would classify the request parameters into the following categories:
●
●
●
●
●

Team Details
Channel Details
User Details
Command Details
token

You can and ideally should use the token to validate if the request is indeed coming
from Slack and the token that you are expecting it from. Similarly, it is up to your
application to use the team and user details accordingly to either validate the request
or log details as needed so that authentication and authorization can be performed
by your application.
Finally, for the command details, we have command and text HTTP request
parameters. The command is the slash command that was typed by the user. This
would be a quick way for your application to determine if it is supporting the
command or not and then optionally there could be additional text parameters to the
command that you could use.
For example a slash command to get tasks which are open could be /task and the text
provided to it would be “open” i.e. the status.

Integration Settings
In this section, we do the mapping of the slash command to the URL that will be
invoked. Additionally, you can also set the HTTP method i.e. GET or POST. You will also

notice that the token value is passed in the payload and you can regenerate it (if
needed).
I have set the URL in the sample screen below to a URL where my application is being
hosted. In my case, it is hosted on 
Google App Engine
(which we will see a bit later)
and I have just put in a dummy URL.
But since you can host your backend in any development stack that you want (Java,
Python, PHP, etc) -- all you need to specify here is the URL of your public web
application that will be invoked by the Slack service.

Additionally, I suggest to turn on the setting for Autocomplete Help Text. This will help
show the commands to the user when they are using the client to message. The
values for our sample command are shown below:

Remember to click the Save Integration button at the bottom.
You can go back to the list of integrations for your team. The slash commands
integration should now appear in the list with our configured command as shown
below:

If you run into any issues with the configuration, check out the official guide for slash
commands Integration.

Creating your Project in Google Cloud
Now it is time to write our backend application. I am going to go with Google App
Engine, which is a Platform as a Service (PaaS) available from Google. It allows you to
deploy your web applications written in Java, Python, Go or PHP and does all the
heavy lifting for you in terms of the infrastructure provisioning and running your
application for you.
The first thing that you will need is a Google Cloud Project. To do that, follow these
steps:
1.

Ensure that you have a Google Account.

2.

Go to
https://console.developers.google.com
and click on Create Project.

3. This will bring up the New Project window and you should type in a Project Name
that you like. In my case I put in MySlash as shown below:

4. Important : Note down the project ID that it generates. A project ID is a unique
way in which the applications will be identified by the Google Cloud. They are unique
across all projects.
5. So in the case of the App Engine environment, which is where we are going to be
hosting our application, the URL for our application is going to be of the following
format:
http://<projectId>.appspot.com

So in my case, it will be
http://myslash-1058.appspot.com

6. This will be the URL that I will put in the slash commands Integration Settings
page that we saw earlier. Make sure that is accurate, otherwise Slack will not be able
to reach out to the correct hosted application.
7. Click on the Create button to complete the task of creating the project in Google
Cloud. The Project will then appear in the list of projects.
We do not need to do anything further at this point with Google Cloud Console.

Writing a Go App Engine Application to Handle
Slash Commands
I am going to be using the popular Go language for hosting the backend application. If
you have never worked with Go, this could be a great way to get started with it too.
Satish Talim has written an excellent step by step 
tutorial to set up Go App Engine
environment
on your development machine and I would strongly recommend that
you follow that to get the environment setup.
Writing a Go App Engine application for our slash command is straightforward. To
keep it simple, we need to create the main Go file that will handle our request.
Note: This is a trivial implementation because the intent here is to show how to
integrate slash commands in your Slack team environment. In real situations, you will
need to access some backend code/service logic to full the request that is sent to this
slash command. In our case, we are simply checking for the command and then
sending back a hardcoded string as a response.
The slash.go file is shown below:
package slash

import (
"fmt"
"net/http"
)

func init() {
http.HandleFunc("/", handler)
}

func handler(w http.ResponseWriter, r *http.Request) {

//Read the Request Parameter "command"
command := r.FormValue("command")

//Ideally do other checks for tokens/username/etc

if command == "/categories" {

fmt.Fprint(w,"Travel\nMapping\nSports\nFinancial\nMusic\nFood\nWeather")
} else {
fmt.Fprint(w,"I do not understand your command.")
}
}

Additionally, we need the .yaml file to specify details about our application, the
handlers, application version, etc.
#Replace the application id below with yours
application: myappid
version: 1
runtime: go
api_version: go1
handlers:
- url: /.*
script: _go_app

Test out locally
We can also run the App Engine application locally via the goapp serve command
from the directory that contains the slash.go and app.yaml files.
For example I run goapp serve to run this locally first as given below:
F:\romin\go-projects\src\github.com\rominirani\slash>goapp serve
INFO

2015-09-04 12:23:13,486 devappserver2.py:763] Skipping SDK update check.

INFO

2015-09-04 12:23:13,542 api_server.py:205] Starting API server at:

http://localhost:57620
INFO

2015-09-04 12:23:13,546 dispatcher.py:197] Starting module "default"

running at: http://localhost:8080

INFO

2015-09-04 12:23:13,549 admin_server.py:118] Starting admin server at:

http://localhost:8000

This will start the server locally on port 8080 and you can test out the invocation
locally if you want as given below:

http://localhost:8080?command=/categories
This will print out the sample categories that we have as a response.

Deploy the Application to App Engine
To deploy the application to the App Engine runtime in the Google Cloud, you
can use the goapp deploy command from the same directory. This will do the
work of compiling, packaging up your app contents and pushing the app to App
Engine. It will then check if the app is ready to serve. A sample log of goapp
deploy is shown below:
12:17 PM Scanning files on local disk.
12:17 PM Cloning 2 application files.
12:17 PM Uploading 2 files and blobs.
12:17 PM Uploaded 2 files and blobs.
12:17 PM Compilation starting.
12:17 PM Compilation: 1 files left.
12:17 PM Compilation completed.
12:17 PM Starting deployment.
12:17 PM Checking if deployment succeeded.
12:17 PM Deployment successful.
12:17 PM Checking if updated app version is serving.

12:17 PM Completed update of app: <myappid>, version: 1

Test out from Slack
You should now be able to test out your integration from Slack. Login to Slack and go
to the home screen for your team.
In the message input, try typing in the command with a slash at the beginning. Since
we had set up autocomplete, it should display the command as given below:

Complete the command and press enter. This should hit your backend application
hosted in the cloud and give you back the response as shown below:

